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OPSOM~NG I~ AFRIKAANS

Qr:-.lyning

Die navo!"'ser is deur die probleem va~ dissipline die

Swar~ Sekondere skole versteur. Dit word ir. die eers~e

hoofs~uk bespreek. Die navorser, bewus dat cie saak

van tug 'n ~~l:icissiplinere studie is, het beslu:":' ~~ ...

cit var. TI pedagogies-cidak:.iese perspektief' ':e

benader.

weens die multidissiplinere aard van se r stucie, ko~

die navorser r.ie a1 die faktore en esse~sies var. skcc:

situasie studeer nie. Die faktore er: esse~sies va~ ~~g

wat uitgesoek is vir die doel var. hierdie ve!"'hand€li~~

is in die tweede hoofstuk beskryf.

~ die probleem in perspek':ief te plaas, is opvoe~ing

en dissipline bespreekrnet die doe1 O~ verski:le~de

opi~ies uit te wys oor dissipline, st~af e~ :8et:e~~~g

van lyfs:raf. Hierdie wo~c in Hoofstuk 3 gejoe~.
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3.~ Alhoewel dissipline n probleem in albei stedelike en

platelandse skole is, word gevind dat tugmaatreels in

platelandse skole baie s:reng is en vergelyk~ng rne~

stedelike skole s'n.

Onder~7sers maak grootliks klaswerk interessant.
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SUMMARY IN ENGLISH

OUTLINE

The ~esearcher felt cisturbe9 by ~he pro81e~ of

ciscipline in Black seco~dary schools. is

explained in Chapter 1. The researcher,being aware of

~he fact that the issue of discipline is actua:ly a

rnultidisciplinary study, decided to look at it fro~ a

pedagogic-didactic perspective.

Because of the multidisciplinary nature of a study like

this, the .researcher could not look inte all the factors

and essentials of discipline in a school situation.

The factors and essentials of discipline which have

been enumerated for purposes of this dissertation are

described in Chapter 2.

~n order to put the proo~e~ in a proper perspectivE!

education and discipline has to be discussec ~itt a

puroose of showing different opinions on c~s~~pl~ne~

p~~~s~~e~t anc corpo~al ~u~is~~e~t. This

Chapte~ 3.
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(xvii)

METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

An empir.ical investigation was conducted. A

questionn~ire designed to reveal some areas of conce~n

on the question of discipline in Elack schoo~s

gene~al, and in a didactic situation in particular, was

designed and administered to 250 pupils and 133

teachers (principals included).

Chapt.er 4.

This is explained in

In Chapter 5 the results of the investigatio~ are

presented, discussed and interpreted. In ~he same

chapter 2 s~atistical analysis 0: data using the c~i-

square t.est is presented in order :es: :.he

3.

3.1

significance of the difference of the responses of

urban and rural pupils.

PRINCIPAL FINDINGS

There is too r:uch use of corporal pun:"s:-L~e:::
, .

schools The use c: cor-paral p·.J!"'~isb-.i.":1e;:: ,
_5

indiscricinate.



3.2

(xviii)

There is a lack ef pupils involvement

affairs.

in . ,
scnoo~

3.3. There is a lack of professional and moral conduc: by

the majority of teachers.

3.4 Whilst discipline is a problem in bott rural and urba~

schools, disciplinary measures in rural schools seems

to be too crude as compared to urban schools.

3.5 Teachers, at large, do make classwork interesting.
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CHAPTER 1

ORIENTING INTRODUCTION

Die persoon van die onderwyser is
die eerste voorwaarde vir orae.
Dit gaan in die eerste plek oor sy
ewewigtheid (gebalanseerdheid), dus
sy rustige beslistheid en sy vermoe
om besluite te neem. Juis omdat sy
leerlinge presies weet wat hy
verwag, word hulle rustig en stem
hulle in met sy optrede, want in
die diepste van hulle harte ha~

hulle nood aan so n optrede.
(Landman and Kilian), 1972, p. 10)

General Introduction

Authority constitutes an essential element in life, in

education, play and every h~T.an relationship from the

cradle to the grave. This is true for the incividual

and also for the nation. In education authority

presents itself in a particular relationship betwee~

persons, that is, between an adult or adults cn o~e

hand arJ a non-adult or non-adults on ~he other, .~

which the former, as a leader with authority, leads,

shows the way, gives help and support, instruc~ a~c

counsels, commands and prOhibits, and

disapproves, encourages and discourages, rewards and



punishes
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while the latter is expected and required to

obey the control, gUidance, instructions,

~eaching, advice, counselling of the former.

The type of authority discussed above is pedagogic

authority. The exercise of authority in order that the

child may at~ain the goal of education is called

discipline which is also referred to as pedagogic

discipline. Authority and discipline are sc

intertwined that one is the condition for the other.

That is why in this dissertation they are sometimes

used with the same denotation.

In a school situation there is always a need ~O~

authority so that law a~d o~der can prevail for

educative teaching to occu~. Once there is a lack 0:

authority or discipline, guidance that ~hould be given

to the child takes an anti-normative direction.

Leading the child upward implies
leading the ch~ld's will in
obedience to true freedom as the
volun:a~y obedience to the
authority of recognised norms.
(Van Vuu~en, 1976, p. 1171
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From the above exposition it should be clear tha~

the educator, and especially
the teacher educator who appears on
the scene at a later stage as the
secondary educator and, as such, is
a stranger from outside to the
child, should be worthy of official
or legal authority with which he is
vested, on the grounds of a
personal . quality of his
intellectual and moral being, and
the kind of life he lives from day
to day, since this is the real
source of authority (Gunter, 1978,
p. 154).

For any school to be able to carry out its educative

task, it becomes essential that it must maintain good

discipline. This topic becomes even more relevant at

present when there are seemingly n~~erous disci~linary

problems

schools.

in Black schools, especially seco~dary

The researcher, as a product of the s~~e schooling
•

system, is probably in a good position to descr:be an:

evaluate some of the glaring pro:lems of disci;line ~n

Black schools, conspicious even today. A s~udy c: ~~is

~a~ure should be able to lOOK into ~he prac~ice o~

discipline in Black secondary schools in
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detail, especially because in secondary schools there

seem to be more disciplinary problems than at any other
"-

phase of schooling. It is for this reason·~ inter-alia,

that all those concerned with educational matters

should benefit from this study.

Definition 0: concepts

The concept "pedagogic"

The pedagogical phenomenon always reveals itself as an

This

reveals that the concept pedagogic has go: to do with a

situation where there is someone who needs gUidance and

direction, and this guidance anc direction is~

inevitably, to be given by an adult to the young

person. The child being in a state of helplessness is

always in need of support and assistance and the only

person who can render this help is an adult.

This search for assistance and
support addresses the adult,
directs an appeal to the adult to
praVloe the necessary assistance
and support, he is not o~ly

prepared but feels under obligation
to do so (Nel, 1974, pp. 39-40).
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Non-adulthood and adulthood are two categories that a~e

revealed by a penetration of the essence of a pedagogic

situation. What has been said implies a manner of

1.2.2

association between one human being and another through

which the idea of humanity is expressed in a particular

way.

The concept "didactic"

This term has its derivation from a Greek word

"didaSkein" which, accorc:i.ng tc Klafki as cited by

D~~~ny and Sohnge (1980, p. 1) means to instruct; to

learn and to teach. This definition by Klafki suggests

a similar range of activities as, "to offer content" 0:"'

" to impart knowledge, ff "to teach in o:--der for another

to learn". A nlli~ber of conclusions were drawn frorr. the

word "didaskein" in order to explain and describe mar-Is

involvement in teaching, hen:e, the words "didaskalos"

meaning "teachert' , t, didaskalia tI meaning tl teaching

p!'"'ofessio~tf, ftdidache rf mea:1ing t1~he con:"en':.
,

education t1 and didaktikos" whic~ means tla ma:: ·w~::: is

occu;;ied v;ith teaching," a~e associate:: with :he ,,:errrl

fI didaskein. "
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The concept "didactic" is, therefore, comprehensive and

includes ~ll the terms mentioned ~bove and various

others. Thus, the term includes the entire activity of

teaching and of being taught which takes place ir. 2

particular s:tuation. This si~uation is referred to as

a didactic s:tuation. A didactic situation has a

n~T.ber of components, with varying emphasis on what are

regarded as components by different au~hors. Duminy

(l975, p. 5) for example, regards the teacher, the

pupil and the subject matter as major components of a

didactic situation.

Since the didactic situation which has the pedagogiC

situatio~ as its basis, is a s:tuation that is composed

of unequal people, that is, the pupil anc the

teacher, authority should prevail. This, therefore,

ipso :acto suggests that authority is a prereqUisite

for ~ny successful pedagogic-didactic actiVity. The

child, for instance, who rejects the authority of the

teache~ will not beco~e a proper adult. This,

therefore, implies that 2 cidactic actiVity is

essentially a pedagogic actiVity because the c~ilc as

an adult-in-the-making should eventually subjec:

h~~self ~c the authority of the denands ef ~ropriety.
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The relationship between the teacher and the pupil in a

didactic situation is, therefore, a relationship of

authority. A teacher is able to maintain this

authority relationship if he knows the subject matter.

It is also necessary for the teacher to know himself in

terms of his strengths and weaknesses.

should also have

'" a basic knowledge of the
child's psychic becoming (·branch of
psychopedagogicsl (Landman et. al.,
i 982. pp. 9-10).

The teacher

As it has been aforesaid tha~ the teacher should know

the sUbject matter, this decidedly means that he should

be an expert in the subject he teaches. In sue:: a

didactic situation problems of discipline shO'.lld

1.2.3

p~obably be reduced.

The concept "discipline"

In Afr~kaans anc Netherlands ~here a~e tWQ conce~~s,

na"':Jely, "tug" and "dissipline". Tug has :'ts o~:'g:ir. i~1

the "trekke!":." which is a Dut.ch wo:-c r.1ea::ing
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restraining ~he child. The term also refers to the

positive guidance of the child on his way to adulthood.

"'.On the other hand the concept "dissipline" (discipline)

is derived from the Latin word "disco" {the infinitive

being discrere) which means instructioD, learr.:'ng

im;:Jarted to dis:::iples or pupils and

f/jiscipulus, 11 which means, pupil, follower or disciple.

Discipline and disciple are therefore, two different

concepts that are related. Cawcod and Gibbon (1981, p.

293) support this view when they argue that disciple

arJ~ di.sc:-p~i.1e LiE. to,iQ relat-ed concepts which denote

willingness to learn from someone and be influenced by

him.

There are however, three other commonly used

definitions of discipline, hence it is not always clear

what is meant when the word is used. One meaning is

that of punisrment. For example when a teacher says:

HTt1is boy needs discipline", h~ may rnea:1 tha~

punisr~ent is discipline. A second commonly used

meaning is that of fl control by eriforcing obedience Or'

c ~derly conduct". This def~nition has a cODno~a~io~

~hat the child should have someone who controls,

di~ects a~d limi:s his behaviour. The ~~ir'c meaning ~s
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that of "training that corrects and strengthens". The

de:inition implies that che objective is self-

discipline, and therefore, the purpose of ~raining is

to enable the child to do his own directing and

-- ,.,.
conL.ro..:..~1.ng. If a teacher has this , ~.. --'a€.:.. J.rn L.lOn of

discipline in mind when he exercises authority, for him

the child should have experiences that will improve h<·

self control and make him a more self-directing

individual. Ndaba and Nel (undated p. 3) argue in

favour of this point of view when they contend that

when parent and teacher supervision falls away self-

discipline,

vital.

self-direction and self-control become

Dlli~iny ane Thembela (1983, p. 81) define ciscipline as

a systematic training of the physical, mental and moral

capacities of the child through exercises and

ins:.ruction.

it is:

Another defin~tion of discipline is that

'" the creation and maintenance
of special circ~~stances for work,
self con~rol, preparatio~ for
respo~sible cit~zenship;

intelligent obediencE, fcrced
obecience~

ef be::aviou!"',

and

cC:1trol
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a teacher has over his pupils, and
the control and the controlling of
energy that leads to action
(Cawood and Gibbon 1981, p. 239).

Discipline does not mean merely keeping pupils quiet in

class and maintaining order. There is, the~efo~e, a

difference between order and discipline. O~de!'" is

related to the exte~nal circumstances of the learning

si tuation. The teacher, for instance, maintains order

by virtue of the authority conferred on him.

Discipline however, has to do with the inner being. It

does not lie in the teacher who keeps the class quiet,

but lies in an inward disposition that grows of

inner accep~ance and that concerns the will towa~ds the

right direction.

The starting point of maintaining order is that order

must gradually change to d~scipline, so that the pU?il

becomes self-cisciplined or self-cont~clled. It s~oulc

now be clear tha~ for purposes of this research~

discipline cannot be equ2ted to out;"'a~c cCJn:orr:::":y,

coercion, mere submissio~ to authority C~ obedience to

rules. DiSCipline !"'efe~~ed ~~ fo~ purposes of ttis

study is pedagogic discip~i~e, which mea~s ~he exe~~ise

of autho~ity by :he educa~o~ in the ~n:erest an~ ~c the
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which is accompanied by self-discipline as the ultimate

result.

Discipline is thus the total
exercise of the educators'
educational authority for the good
of the educand on his way to self
discipline, which is an essential
constituent of adulthood as the
comprehensive and ultimate goal
[Gunter, 1978 p. 146).

The concept "Black"

Although this concept has been defined by politicians,

educationists, church leaders and other interestec

people, for purposes of this study it needs to be

defined so that it is put in a clear perspective. This

te~ may be confusing to a person who has no idea as tc

how it ca~e into being, because it has evolved over

many years.

The word tTKaffir", for ins:'ance, when used nowadays has

derogato~y implications to these described or !"'e~er~ec

According to the Oxford Advanced Lea:"ne!"sr

Dictionary of Current English (1974, p. 468) this is a~

offensive te~ for African pec~le. 7he Concise Oxfc~d

Dictionary (1976, p. 558j fu~ther ex~lains ~t~s ~e~
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used by Moslems to denigrate European Christians and

other non-Moslems. This ("Kaffirl!) is an F.;,ab terrrl for'

"heathen T1 or tT infidel" .

The te!"rrl "Native" was also used before the emergence of

the ter-m "Bantu". These two terms referred to the same

people, except that they were used at different times.

They are also offensive to the people to whom reference

is made, hence they are no longer in use. The wore

"Bantu" is derived from a stern, meaning people, wh:"ch

occurs in various forms in all languages of the group,

for exa~ple, bathe, anthu. The unpopu~arity of this

term was necessitated by the fact that it was

accompanied by State laws and regulations that were

unacceptable to the people who were affected by these

laws and regulations.

The word "African" which means n a native of Africa" is

an accepted description throughout Af:--ica to

distinguish the darker skinned people of the con~~nen~

fro~ Asians and Europea~s. In this way the w8rc

African is take~ to mean any person who is generally

acce~ted as a member of an aboriginal ~ace or tribe o~

Africa.
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The t.erm that seems to be current and popular is IrBlask"

which symbolizes the darker skin colour people .and

other physical and cultural features. In this context

the term is used without any political or ideological

significance attached to it. Cemane (1984, p.15)

fur:her argues that the term Black is largely acceptec

by Blacks and has been promulgated by Government

Gazet:'e to be used in the place of "Bantu". The word

"Non-White" has also been replaced by the term "Black"

because the pre-fix non- has a negative connotation and

was not applicable in the sa~e way to refer to groups

who were not Blacks as "non-Black".

It should be pointed out, howeve~, that the ea~ly 70's

ma~ked an advent of the Black Consciousness Movement,

consequently the term Black became a Universal concept.

For Black Consciousness M~vement advocates, skin

colour and other features co~ld not be regarded as c

criterion for Blackness. In this way Incians a~~

Coloureds were, therefore, classified as Elacks. Kctz~

( 1975,· p. 89) maintains that the ~e~ ~e~e~~e~

spec~:ically ~o people whc ~denti~y ~he~se:ves ~i:t c

set of as~ir~:icns ant w~o occu~y

par:.icul2.!'" j::icsi':.ic~
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For purposes of this study the term Black has no

political or ideological inclination, as it refers to

South African people who also call themselves Africans

because, of their origin and who are, on the basis of

language and other cultural features, broadly

classified ~ntc Nguni, Tso~ga, Sotho and Venda. The

Nguni group, for instance, is further sub-divided into

Xhasa, Zulu, Swazi and Ndebele.

In this investigation reference will be made to Black

people in KwaZulu tc de~cte the d~sce~jan:s ~~ tte Z~l~

nucleus of tribes as well as other Black groups and

individuals all of whom form part of the African

commu~ity and who share common educational experiences

The term Black will be used

thiswith the term "African" in

in a particular milieu.

interchangeably

dissertation.

1.2.5 The concept HSecondary school pupil"

7his te~ sho~ld be clarified so ~hat secondary schQ81

ecuca:ion i~ Black education is put in 2. clear :ocus.

This can be ciagr~atically re~resen~ec in the

follo·w"ing "way.
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The P~ese~t Secondary School Patte~~ :or Blacks

Table 1.2.5

Age School Class Yea~

Yea~

School phase &
School
Ce:--tificate

Type 0:
School

18 ,~ Std 10 School and Secondary,,::
Ce~tificate

17 11 Std 9 3 yea;" Course School

16 10 Std 8 Jn~ Certificate ~ yearJ

15 9 Std 7 2 vrs'or 3 yrs'
course

14 8 Std 6

In the Black system of schooling, at the time of

writing this dissertation, a distinction was made

between Junior and Senior secondary schools. t.. junior

secondary has no Matric classes. It has Std's 6 tc 8

as the above diagra~ illust~ates. In some cases Std 8

is at Senio~ Secondary schools.

school has Std's 9 and 10.

A Senior secondary

I~ terms of the above

diagra~ Black pupils at secondary schools level should

be between the ages of 14 and 18.

Since this study is about pupils at secondary scho81,

it is necessa~y to pay attention tc the te~
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-adolescence because this may raise some confusion

at a later stage. In the first place there is no

unanimity on nomenclature and limits of adolescence as

different disciplines define it from different

perspectives. Whilst the general agreement is that it

is a period during which sexual, spiritual and psychic

maturation takes place there is a chronological

dispute. Lawyers, for instance, are bound to regard

this stage as "being from 12 years to 18 years of age,

which is legal adulthood. If one were to adopt this

~esal v_ew a large number of Black pupils can no longer

be regarded as adolescents. In this case of Kwa-Zulu

~his issue is further co~plicated by the fact that acccrci~g

to the Department of Education and Cultu~e (KwaZulu).

there is no age limit for secondary school pupils as

the case is with schools under the direct jurisdiction

of the Department of Education and Training.

Accorcing to Gilbert (1982, p. 6) in 1981, 32% of the

pupils in KwaZulu secondary schools were 18 years of

age. He reports that, ir. his study, contact was ~ade

pupi:s whc were 26 yea~5 old.

be in~eresting ~o note that ~n the prese~~ s~udy of the

520 p~pils W~8 ac:ec as resp8nde~ts, 13~ were be:wee;.

19 and 22 years ale, and - pupils were be~wee~ 23 an~

26 years old.
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For reasons stated above and without disregarding the

importance of chronological age as characterising the

adolescence, and the fact that pupils more than 21

yea~s old, for instance, are regarded ·as adults, in

this study the focal point will be to view the

adolscence as a process rather than a rigid age

category. In this research even the pupil at 25 years

old as long as he attends scho':Jl, he is regarded as an

adolescent.

StJd~es su=h as ~hose Lr ~rJy~r {1976) have proved that

adolescent behaviour is educationally significant.

This, therefore, presupposes that at a secondary school

level there are numerous pedagogical problems. This is

so particularly, because the adolescent is in a sta~e of

critical questioning and rejection of adult imposed

norres. In order to regJlate and harmonize relations in

a pedagogic situation there must be some disciplina~y

authority. Mohanoe (1983, p.81) therefore, a~gues

correctly when he contends that this happens in a

school situation where the teacher exe~cises disciDl~ne

over the pupils to e~su~e ~he smooth run~ing of :he

s=hocl and to facilitate lear~ing.
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The concept "Kwa-Zulu"

This term has actually been used by Zulus and other

Blacks ever since the days of Shaka, the founder of the

Zulu nation. kwa- is a prefix which denotes a place,

for example, Kwa-Dlangezwa, KwaThoyana, KwaMashiwase

etc. It should, however, be pointed out as Ndaba

(1975, p. 18) puts it, that in March 1972 KwaZulu

obtained Legislative Assembly status; consequently the

na~e ass~~ed ideological connotation. Because 0:

political happe::ings, inte:,,-s,l:.;;. ~:\,·e..Zu;_u a~ thE. .ir..€ ")f

writing this dissertation, has its own department of

Education and Culture which is in charge of educationa~

matters in this region. However, it is for research

, , • .j

purposes, that "KwaZulu '1 has been used in this study,

otherwise the situation in KwaZulu schools, is nore or

less the same, pedagogically speaking, as ~n a~y other

other part ef South Africa where Blacks are involvec in

formal educa~ion.

State~e~t of the PrOblem

All etuca~io~al inst~tutions Ere vested ~ith aut~o~~ty.

7hey ~us~ therefo~e be able to exercise author~:y ~-

order to carry out thEir fU:1ctions properly. .::1e
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importance of this may be judged by thE fac~ :ta: whe~

such institutions lose their authority or to

exercise it in the right way, the consequences are

always serious and often catastrophic.

A special instance of social and
moral infrastructure o~ the school
that deserves seperate mention is
discipline. Whether one's
educational philosophy calls for
much or little freedom, certain
optimal social conditions must
obtain in the school if effective
learning is to take place. These
are the conditions of law and
order. Law and order are as
necessary for the carrying out of
instruction as they are for the
persuits of everyday life outside
school (Brubacher, 1969, p. 208).

That is why in a school situation effective and

educative teaching cannot take place if there is no

discipline by the teacher and its acceptance by the

pupils.

What has been stated above presu~pcses that e:fec~ive

teaching and lea~ning is possible unde~ ccndi:io~s o~

good discipline.

Kelly (1982, ~. 91) therefore, rig~tly co~~e~:s ~~e~ he

says:
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For the most part, effective
teachers have few discipline
problems, largely because the way
they manage their classrooms'
creates an environment and a
learning experience for youngsters
that keep students focused on the
proper business of schools.

From this arg~~ent it seems that successful ciscipline

has some kind of relationship with the success of a

teacher to keep pupils in the subject that he is

responsible for.

What has so far been highlighted is that fo~ any school

to function properly, authority is needed. This

ineVitably suggests ~hat a successful pedagogic-

didactic interaction between the teacher and the p~pil

requires authority that has pedagogical aims.

Dissipline is n wye begrip wat
veel meer as net straf insluit.
?ositief gesien, is dit die hele
proses van hulpverl~~ing, leiding,
beinvloeding ten goede, weg~~sing,

onderrig, oefening in wat goed en
reg is. Negetief gesien is dit cie
proses van behee~, betenling,
beperking, verbiecinge, verno~ing,

dwang enstraf (?ctgieter, 1984,
p. 9).

This quo~ation p~esup~oses that discipline ca~ either
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be . integrative or domina~ive. Dominative discipline

occurs when teachers exert power, which mayor may no:

be openly challenged, but which nevertheless is not

seen as legitL~ate. Banks, (1968, p. 182) describes

dominativE teacher behaviou~ as that which involves

orders, threats, reminders ant pu~is~~ent. She fur~her

refers ~o integ:"ative teacher behaviour as that which

includes apprOVing, co~~ending, accepting and helpful.

In Black schools and in Black secondary schools i~

~artll.~la;·, tnere al"e ap,;ar:2ntly serious disciplina:"y

problems. These problems seriously ha~per the progress

in Black education, the apparent reason being,

inter alia, tha t- . .of the application of' author':":y by

teachers. The mainproble~, therefore, hinges O~ ~he

pedagogical relationship between the teacher and the

pupils when it comes to the question of authority iD a

pedagogic situation. This s~udy should therefore be

able to th~ow some light as to whether discipline is

educative or not in Black secondary schools.

i.4 The purpose of this study

Al:hough autho~ities in the field of education su~t as

D~eye~ (1976), Maja (1975), Cabers (197i) anc D~7.~ny
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(1968) have written about adolescenc no research has

re2.11y, in the knowledge ef the researcher, been.

'-'..
undertaken with reference to discipli!!€ .;.. .. Black

secondary

perspect.ive.

schools from a pedagogic- didac:'ic

Discipline in Black schools has become a copical issue

these days. Because of problems of discipli:1e,

gUidance that should be given to pupils in a didactic

situation is severly affected.

This means that without authority
the educator will not be able to i
help the educand (Luthuli, 1984,
p. 26).

Likewise authority that is not pedagogical in character

is bound to cause problems of discipline.

This study, therefore, aims at. looking at discipline

frorr. a pedagogi~al perspective., 7hrough available

l~terature so~e factors relatec to discipline sho~lc be

looked in order to gain a clear pe:--spec:.:'V€

possible proble~s in 3:ack secondary schccls.

be possible whe~

also explorec.
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~he situation regarding discipline in Black secondary

schools, so as to ascertain whether the practice in

these schools does follow a normative course.

i.5 The significance of this study

This study is not only of acade~ic interest that is OD

a theoretical basis, but it should provide some

pointers regarding the nature of discipline in general

and classroom management, in particular, in Slack

secondary schools.

A didactic situatio~ is a situation that is

situation.

characterized by pedagogical commur:ication \....hich is

kind of co~flict that is inherent in a didactic

Thisnature.

This is furthe; necessitated by the

inva~iably, implies that authority should be rnaintainec

mutual existentional corrective in

in the classroom.

The child enters secondary school
with a real sense of iden~ity, and
a definite self concep~, either
positive or negative. This s~,~

con:ep~ co~prises the totality e~

evalua~ion of all the cc~?one~~s ef
his self identity in ~ur~ refers to
his conception ef h':"s boey,. ef
hi=self as a scho12~ in:luding

,

I
i
t
I
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achievements and skills bo:h within
and outside the class~oorn - of
himself as a child of his parents
and a member of his peers (Vrey,
1979, p. 167).

The above quotation is enough to suggest that the child

in a secondary school has conflict with himself and his

surroundings.

This situation as described above, denotes that

discipline should at all costs be accompanied by a

pedagogical understanding. It becomes a serious

pedagogical p~oblem if a teacher is not conscious of

such a pedagogical truth. With reference t.he

situation in Black urban schocls, Cemane, (1984, ~. 187)

could be correct when he argues that not all conflicts

related to students behaviour are caused by students

themselves, for many result from inconsistencies,

nisperceptions or poor teaching on the part of the

school personnel.

Educatior. ~~thout a~:hority is
impossible a~d incc~ceiv2~le.

(Gunter-, 1978, p. 151).
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involved in Black education. This is so especially,

1.6

because it i~ going to shed light:o the funda~ental

pedagogic-didactis problem which is a major root of

many problems in education.

The limitations of this st.udy

The phenomena of education is very complex in nature.

That is why it is not possible for any study, and this

study in particular, to look into all the facts of the

phenomenon. Since discipline is inherent in the

education situation it is not easy for this study to

fathom into all the factors and essentials that are

related to discipline as such.

Another limitation is that factors that affect a

pedagogic situation may be influenced by factors

outside the school. This study is therefore limited by

its scope and content. For exa~ple, the chilct~

dis~uptive behaviour might be influenced by :.he

situation at home. Such ci~c~~stances may not be fully

looked into in this study.
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1.7 Method used in this study

Every serious piece of research
includes a review of relevant
literature - more extensive in a
dissertation for example, than in a
journal or article where the space
is at a premium (Tuckman, 1978, p.
37)

Likewise, for purposes of this study there has been a

systematic and critical study of available literature

pertaining to the problem in order to build a solid

'-
foundation for the study "as such.

Thus the literature in any field
forms the foundation upon which all
future work must be built. If you
~ail to' build this foundation of
knowledge provided by ~he review of
literature your wo~k is likely to
be shallow, naive and will often
duplicate work that has already
been done better by someone else
(Borg and Gall, 1983, p. 142).

EducatioDcl research is regarded, inter-al~a~ as a

systematic and scholarly application of ~he 5cie~:~fic

me~hod to the solu~ion of educatio~al problems. lne

aim of science is to gather and systematize k~o~le~ge

of the external world. Because of this unders:anc~ng

ques:ionnaires were sen: :0 the principals~ :eacjers
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contact, in order to obt~in data about discipline ~n

their schools in general and in a didactic situa~ion in

particular. A critical analysis of responses

constituted an important par~ of this study.

rrail. the exposition above it should be clea~ tha~ ~he

method of research employed in this research project is

that of descriptive research. The basic objective of

this method of research is the investigation of the

present status of the phenomenon. It seeks to reveal

the nature of the factc,rs in'lelved in a gi ve~ :.3i ':.0.2 t.:-c~:

and to determine the degree in which they exist, and

attempts to discover links which exist

factors.

In other words descriptive
research whilst based on tabulation
must go beyond the mere gathering
and tabulation of data. It
involves an ele~ent of
interpretation of the meaning on
significance of what is described:
it is descriptive as well as
evaluative (Ndaba, 1975, p. 32).

1.8 Progra~e of the study

between ~he

Chapte~ , is introductory an~ it sets OU~ the s=c~e and

the objective of the stucy as we:: as ~he ~e:h~2
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investigation that will be employed in the study.

Chapter 2 is a theoretical exposition. of pedagogical

relationship structures and how they are related to

discipline as such. Discipline as a pedagogic category

has been reviewed and some ideas concerning discipline

hav~ been looked into. Punishment has been given

attention in this chapter because it is an essential of

discipline.

Chapter 3 looks discipline in the c':ass~oo:JJ

situation. Some factors related to discipline have

been discussed. There has also been a discussion on

some essentials of discipline.

Chapter 4 is an exposition of the empirical research

design and procedure followed in this study.

~n Chapter 5 the ~esul:s ef ~he investiga:io~ are

p!"'€sen:ed, discussec and interpreted.

this chapter ~s to assess ~he practice of disci~:ine in

ciscipline in these schools and in the classro2~ ~~

partic~lar is pedagogical in character. The C~i-s~~are

:es: also bee:! use::: tc :he;-E is
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significant difference in the responses of urban and

rural pupils.

Chapter 6 is based on general conclusions and

recor.~~endations.
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CHAPTER 2

DISCIPLINE AND EDUCATION

Introduction

Some scholars believe that man should be educated

become what he iS t whereas others contend that he

should be educated to become what he is not. In the

first instance there is an emphasis on the open

rela~io~ship between toe educdtor and the ch~ld. _~

support of this view Beard and Morrow (1981, p. 138)

argue as follows:

If the~e is an open relatio~ship

the child is able ~o interp~ete his
experienc~s according to his own
consciousness. He can pu: the
trust and authority of the
relationship to a ~est ay checkin~

the adult's trans~ission of
experience with his own
conscioLlsness.

This vie'w fur':her suggests ~h2.:' each individual

valuable po~e~tialities from bir~h and ~he func:io~ c:

educa~ic~ is tha~ of provici~g ar: envi!"o~~e~t ~tc: ~i:l

d~a~ out these potentialities.
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In the second instance the aim of education is to

fo~mula~e an ideal character to which education should

attempt to· mould an individual. In this case the

emphasis is on authority because it ~s believed that

educational authority should exist in order that the

goal of education is attained. Supporters of this view

argue in the following way:

Pedagogic discipline means the
exercise of authority by the
educator in the interest and the
advantage of the educand, sothat he
may attain th~ goal of ed-ucatioi"
viz, adulthood as befits being, and
wi th tha t self-discipline"
(Gunter, 1983, pp. 163-164).

These two conflicting views have developed into an

either or dichoto~y, as it will become clearer later

OD, which is unnecessary in the opinion of ~he present

writer.

~.2 Discipline and pedagogic relationship structures

g

: .2. i 7he relationship of trus~

Dis~ipline is ~he issue of chief concern for ne~

experience~ teachers c~d ~ll these ~h2~

Teaching is
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effective~ however, if a major portion of a class

period or school day must be spent on disciplining

pupils rathe~ than helping them tc learn.

A pedagogic situation, cannot claim the righ~ to exist

and be authen~ically so called without the relationship

of trust. That is why pedagogic situations devoid of

trust are likely to create disciplinary proble~s.

·Trust, in a pedagogic-didactic situation is recipro~al

in character because the teacher should trust the pu~il

in his charge and likewise the pupil shou~d t;ust th~

teacher for the former to learn effectively.

therefore correct to contend that:

trust in the educative
association should become more
intimate in the sense that both the
educator and the educand move
nearer to each other especially,
the educator who does it
intentionally"(du Plocy and Kilian,
198 ,p. 67).

It :'5

T~ust between the educator and the educanc, therefore,

ensures that two parties are co~fidently bound togethe~

thus in:luencing each other. tu ?locy et al (1982, ~.

96) D"~ it ir: an ever. mc!"'e elabora':-e fashio:J wne~ :.hey
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argue that confidence should stem from the educator,

that is his conduct, his convictions, his gen~ineness,

and his pedagogic love should provide the child with

the eVidence of his faith"in the non-adult.

The foregoing discussion, inevitably, suggests that if

the teacher has little or no trust in the pupil under

his care his relationship with such a pupil will be

adversely affected. Oberholzer as cited by du ?looy et

al (1982, p. 96) argues "along the same lines when he

contends that without faith in·the educability of the

child. the educative efforts would be futile.

The application of discipline th~t is accompanied ~y

trust is, inevitably, related to pedagogic love or

agape. Acceptance between the educator and the ch:ld

is very essential as it is one of the fund~~e~~al

structures of being h~~an. Trust and acceptance are

therefore so interrelated that whe~ these two

absent in a pedagogic-didact~c situation serious

proble~s of discipline may arise. Van Vuure~ (1976,

79) correctly repor~s:

bee~de~o~s:rable

most rece~~ i~vestiga:io~s

revealec tha: there is a
~he

have
clea~ly
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serious behaviourable deviation in
children and rejection by the
parents, the teacher and the peer
group.

The educa~or should ~hus reveal to the educand h~s

willingness to associate with him and to care fo~ him

as someone in need and in this case the child's tr~s~

will be strengthened in an educative association w~th

him. Pedagogically speaking, discipline, is

2.2.2

discipline in trust and if the child has no trust he is

likely to rebel against discipline.

The relationship of knowing and understanding

Since the relationship of knowing and understancing is

the condition for creating and maintaining the

education relationship, it should of necessity, be

linked with discipline. The teacher as a bearer of

knowledge and authority is appropriately placec

assist an~ gUide the child to adulthood. Ch.·:ing :0 r:is

igno~ance the child cannot independently eX?ress the

idea of adulthood. 5eing aware of his want

k~owledge and experience he turns ~o so~ebocy wh~

lead him to cer~ainty ant k~owledge - so~ebody ~~8

knows an= unde~stands hi~ anc somebody who~ he kn~~s.
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In a pedagogic-didactic situation a child has got to

know many things concerning the learning content

provided by the school. At the beginning, for

instance,

operations.

he does not know the basic arit~~etic

He comes to know these through the

assistance of a teacher. For a start he is bound to

expe~ience problems, which, of courSE, are eventually

eliminated by proper guidance, for it is the task 0:

the adult to unveil the as yet unknown reality for the

adult-in-the-making. This exposition already suggests

that di~cipline should al\.;ay: ,':0 !'"J.?nC i "j hr.-:Jd w~ th the

relationship of knowing and understanding.

The relatio~ship of knowing and understanding alsc

suggests the knowledge of the child as such. It is very

likely that some of the disciplinary problems in

schools result from the lack of knowledge of the child

on the part of the teacher. Van del" Stoep and Louw

(1984, p. 47) seem to be in favour of this vie~ whe~

they maintain that the onus is placed :he

didactician to know the child in his si~uatedness.

Steyn et al ( 1984, .~.
7~\,,:! , su~~erizes the ~ela:ic~s~ip

ef kno~ing and u~de~stand~ng betwee~ the ~eache~

~he child in the folloWing wc~ds:
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The educa~or who wants to assist
the child educatively and who
experiences a sincere interest in
the child, wants to know his na~e

and to gain information on his
f~~ily and on his cultural
background. The educator may
personally visit his home to
acquaint himself with regard ~c the
f~~ily background of the child.
During personal contact the
educator tries to find out rno~e

abou~ his character. In class
teachers come to know children's
emotional, volitional, social,
scholastic and intellectual
abilities, achievements and
limitations.

A disciplined educative climate is therefore possible

where the relationship of knowing exists.

The relationship of authority

Etymological studies indicate that authority is derived

from the Latin word "auctoritas" which means l1influence

advice, counsel or inspiration". The Greek word

"arche" t-,.'i th almost the same meaning means "beginning"

!he Latir. consept auctoritas ca~ ~e

furt.her an2.1ysec as "auctor'l w:t:ich means norigir'1a':.c;",

f1founderff, "w:-iter tl
, Uauthor" or "ini:.iatcr".

Befc~e any attempt is made to ~ook at :ne ~ela:io~s~i;
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of authority and discipline in education, it is

necessary to cite some pedagogical views on authority

that are of recent origin. Although these views have

been extracted mainly from Nel (1978, pp. 48-49), they

are being ciscussed with reference to the topic under

investigation.

Richard Strohal argues that it is erroneous to regard

authority in the sa~e sense as compulsion. According

to him authority suggests a kind of freedom, not

liberation from one or ether restrictive bound, bu~

liberation f~orn one's own limita~ions.

He. further believes that it is most essential that ~he

educato~ be a personal ex~~ple of the authority which

he embodies. This example would, therefore, provide

the child with the necessary perspective in order to

guarantee that he would always realize the limita~ic~s

of his own individuali~y, but which would neve~theles5

p~ovide the child with secu~ity enabling him tc make

his own decisions.

Langevelc, the D~tch pedagogue woulc a~gue ~i:h St;ch~l

t~at authc~i~y does net sugges: Cc~?u~sicn, n~; ~owe;~

r.o~ :o;~e~ O~ly whe~ the ctilc is a: a~ age whe~ he ca~
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grasp the meaning of rules and norms with which he is

confronted} can authority in the "true sense" of the
...
w~rd become rel€vant.

autho~ity of the educator if it is meaningful to him

and after puberty he would gradually become his "own

authority".

Adorno is an exponent of the so called emancipatory

education "stream of thought". The educators task in

terms of this theory is to guide the child towards

11MundigKeit", a stdte of mature self-decision.

The educator cannot and should not, these people

believe, hold his own norm and rule priority as an

example for the child in his emancipatory pro:ess.

The child should be taught anc be guided towards

rational independence. As adults these rationally

independent individuals ~ill then be able to fo~ a new

so~iety ...~herein "true de~ocracyH can be realized. ....:';

this democratic society all form5 of ~ulership wculc

~he~ become redundant. Authori:y I in ter:ns of ':~~is

'theory, :'s associated restriction :he

is, ~he~efQ~e, c
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con":.ext:.

Mollenhauer, like Ado~no, regards emanicipa~ior. as a

centrel theme of pedagogical events. Emanicipation is

meant here as an "ideology critique" which would e~ab2.e

the child to be free from any repression of tis

rational potentialities. Education whether exercised

by persons or other institutions should be directed

towards criticism and change of traditional cultural

norms and patterns. Education should, therefore,

Within the context of this theory all forms of

hierachy so often taken for granted, are to be

criticized and if necessary undermined. Author:..ty

which is legiti~ated by the status of the educator, is

an object of criticism and conflict because it would

only serve to repress rational e~anicipation of the

child.

These fou~ theories on au~hority have been rnentionet i~

o~de~ to explica~e dive~gen~ views about aU~ho~ity 2~=

by ~he relatic~ship cf a~:hc~~ty.

•~.
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~. shou"ld be pointed out, however, that the~o

relationship of authority has nothing to do \o,ti th

authoritarianism which is always pernicious. As Nash

(1966, p. 105) points out, autho~itarianism demands

unquestio~ing obedience and is designed to instill fear

a~Q to pu~ish severely in order to produce obedience.

The relationship of authority, therefore, should not be

viewed as a relationship within which children

compelled, forced and suppressed in an unsympathetic

way to do and behave as adults prescribe. That is why

many educationists, Guite rightly, have challenged

Viljoen and Pienaar (1971, p. 102) when the latter

argue that "compulsion therefore is pedagogically

justifiedtl~ because compulsion goes along with coercion

and force. That is why when we speak of a relatio~s~ip

of authority and discipline we have pedagogical

discipline in mind, otherwise thoughtless use of

authority usually brings about an unhealthy fighting

reaction fro~ the pupils as Clark and Kadis (1978,

47) put it. Downey and Kelly (1979, p. 134) a~e also

correct when they maintain that to a large deg~ee the

extent to which one is able to exercise authority w~'l

depend or. how clear one is about the justificaticn of

s~nce confidence is needed here perhaps ncre :ha:.
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any wnere else in education and confidence can only

come from a conviction that what one is doing is right.

Some views about discipline

The views of Neil about education and discipline

Neil is knOh~ for his famous Summerhill school founded

in 1921 in England. Summerhill school allows children

to be themselves. This is achieved by renouncing all

discipline, all direction, all suggestion, all moral

training and all religious i~struction. The!"e is

therefore, no need for obedience and authority.

Ackerman et al (1970, p. 16) su~~arize the situation

at S~~~e~hill situation in the following words:

Nowhere in the S~~erhill

philosophy does there seem to be
merest hint that children should
lea~n to think and act in any
orderly disciplined manner.

Each ind~vidual, for instance~ is free to do what he

likes as long as he is not trespassing O~ the :reedo~

'.

ef others. This, Neil calls freedQ~ but D8t ~ice~c~

because, as he a~SJes, lice~ce is undesir2~le beca~se

it comes in whe~ the chile e~c~oaches en tje :ig~:s c~

othe!'"'s.
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~n terms of Neil's philosophy adults should have no

~ight to the obedience of children. Obedien~e,

~herefore, shoulc not be imposed but shoulc come fro~

within. Ehlers (1981, p. 40) explains this point qUice

clearly whe~ he says that:

the function of the child is to
live his oWn life - not that his
anxious parents think he should
live, nor the life according to the
purpose of the educator who thinks
he knows what is best.

According to Ueils' philosophy, therefore, the school

must adapt itself to the requirements of the child,

rather than requiring the child to fit himself to t~e

requirements of the school.

Neil (1968, p. 144) further justifies his point of view

on education and discipline in the following words:

In an orchestra a violinist obeys
the conductor because he is as keen
on good perfo~ance as the
conductor is. The p~ivate who
ju=ps in attention does not, as a
rule care about the efficiency of
the army. Every army is ruled
mostly by fear and the soldier
knows th2t if he disobeys he will
be punishede School ciscipline,
could be of an orches~r2 type whe~

teache~s a~e good.
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Too often it is often of the army
type. A happy home is like an
orchestra and enjoys the same kind
of team spirit. A miserable home is
like a barracks that is used by
hate and discipline.

This, goes without saying that as far as Neil is

concerned punishment has no place in education.

The main difference between the Surnmerhill school and

the normal school is that at Su~~erhill they have more

faith in the child's personality. According to Neil, a

2.3.2

disciplined child will express his hate for authority

by annoying his pa~ents. Children will therefore react

to love with love and also react to hate with hate.

A loving enviroTh~ent without
parental discipline will take care
of most of the troubles of
childhood (Neil 1968, p. 148).

The views of Gunter about education and discipline

Gu~te~ (1983, p.48) a~gues ~hat:

the fact aU:ho~ity is deeply
rooted in the educa~io~al situation
and that the relatio~ c: aU~hori~y

between educator ant ecucand is a~
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essential characteristic of the
phenomenon education implies that

there m~st be specific reasons why
education without authori:y and its
exercise over the child i.e.
discipline is impossible.

In terms of Gunterls philosop~y about discipl~ne, the

child is a dependent being in need of help and

assitance. In his need of help and assistance, the

child wantS to overcome the negative aspect of his

existence so as to become self-reliant and free. This,

the child is not capable of achieving on his own.

That is why the educator requires
of the educand obedience to his
authority, but for the same reason
he also recognises the educand's
duty to be self-reliant and,
together with obedience, also
demands self-reliance, i.e. that he
should think and act for himself
and accept responsibility as far as
he is capable of it (Gunter,
1983, p. 148).

According to Gunter it is a misconception to believe

that there is no innate evil in the child's natu~e and

~hat acu=ation is thus a natural and spontenous g~ow~h.

o~ the other hand he does acknowledge the fcct

the is born with tendencies tOW2:"CS

pc:entiali:ies fo~ good.

2:"gue :nat they ~~st
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and consolidated. He also refers LO

tendencies towards or potentialities for evil, which

have to be controlled, curbed, regulated and canalised.

Therefore, the attainement of the
goal of education is quite
impossible without continual
exercise of authority, either
negatively or positively, directly
or indirectly by the educator
IGunter, 1983, p. 150).

Authority is not alien to the nature of the child

provided it is exercised in 2 sympathetic, wi~~ and

meaningful manner. He goes on to say that degenerate

authority in the form of force, domination and tyranny

if foreign to the child and this he hates as '.l~
deprives him ef his freedom as a subject, thus

degrading hi~ to a level of a~ object.
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The idea of freedom, authority, and responsibility as

related to discipline

The relationship between authority, freedom and

responsibility is one of the delicate mysteries of

education. If freedom, authority and responsibility

are viewed as inseparable components of the educa~ive

act this helps in constituting an ideal educative

climate. However, it should be pointed out that none

of these components should be over emphasized because

t~is can lead to an imbalanced form of education.

~~n as an open being is able to choose and is

confronted with choices because he is not driven by

urges. From birth, the human child has this faculty

to choose, although initially he needs the guidance of

the educators. Gradually the child becomes able to

choose independently ..

Freedom, however, has both the negative ant the

positfve aspect. In the negative sense it is freed~~

fro:;. and in the positive sense it is freedo~ for

Vuuren (1976, ~,... 116 ) therefore
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points ou: that freedom is not primarily a freedorr.

from ... but freedom for ... a freedom for responsibili:y.

?edagogically speaking, freedom is an invaluable

possession of every chile although it can be destroyed

by w~ong attitude and misuse. Freedom, therefore, ca~

be realized through the help of the educator. That is

why educative intervention is necessary so that

children can be guided not to misuse freedom and to

protect them against enslavement of complete

licenticusness. ~tEyn e~ al (1984, p. 125) are,

therefore, correct when they contend that children are

persuaded to choose freedom for obligations and freedo~

for responsibilities. True freedom, therefore, is

freedom Which voluntarily accepts responsibility.

Authority is the understanding of what is right or

wrong and should always be related to the 2i~ of

education, about which children are uncertain. The

uncertainty of children about the nature c~ adu~~ha8~,

even though they want to become so~eone, calls :o~ an

au:..no;-i ~ative gUidance OrJ :'he part of

Au:h~ritative gUida~ce wh~ch:s pedag~gi~ au:~c~~~y

toes net meaD the exertia~ of power.



During different epochs in the history of education,

condition for education to take place.

authoritative guidance which is a pre-

changedauthoritypedagogicof
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exertionthe

s)~pathetic

drarar.latically. For instance, during the Babilo~ian,

Chinese, Egyptian, Spartan, Athenian and Roman era of

education, educators acted autocratically. Chllcre~

were punished severely if they did not obey pro~p:ly.

As Steyn et al (1984, p. 13) point out that in Sparta,

for instan::e, CJoys of 12 - i 0 wer-e or'garuseJ .... nto pa.:ks

(similar to our present day scout troops), each ruled

by a leader the Eiren, who was in turn superVisee by

the ?aidonomos. The latter had u~limited powers ef

punisr~ent for slackness and indiscipline by the way of

flogging. This cruel form 0: punishment lasted until

after the Middle Ages. This ,was a misuse of authority

as authority was over-empasized. As a consequent

edu=ato~s sta~ted to speak against autocratic author~ty

anc the~e wa~ a swing towa~ds free education.

Wha: has been cis~ussed ~~ the foregoing pa~ag~ap~

indicates that once the~e is a la=k of balance je~wee~

freedo:r: an:

eaucatic:1. Pedagogic au:hcr~:y
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for the well being of children. In this way disciplinE

becomes pa~t and parcel of the pedagogic occurance.

A disciplined pedagogic climate, theref9re t rules ~r

freedom, authority and responsibility all receive

proper attention in the educative situation. In a

disciplined educative climate or atmosphere it is

possible, for instance, for the teacher to teach

effectively and for the child to learn. A disciplined

climate does not mean an authoritative climate, because

in an authoritative climate pupils do not acquire self

discipline. This is so because the appearance of order

is enforced upon children. If an authoritative teacher

leaves the classroom, for instance, chaos usually

erupts, which indicates that children have not acquired

self-discipline.

2.4 Some newspaper reports concer~ing the problem

discipline in Black schools

of

It is true" that what appears on newspape~5 may no:

alw2Ys be regarded as scie~t~~ic because t fo~ i~sta~cet

reports.
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However,' wh2. ': appear's hereunde;' 2.:-'e neh'spaper reports

basec on observation and experience. The views

expressec here range from those of the pupils up

those of ~eachers~ social workers, officials 0:

Education Departments and other concerned bodies. I~

is because these reports do give a pictu~e abou~ the

nature of ciscipline, with special reference to

corporal pu~ishment, that they have been included in

this research project.

A~c~rci~g 70 th~ Natal Witness of 25 October 198~ the

demand for scraping of corporal punishment in recent

times is appearing more frequently on the grievances

list of Black students. The Azaso leader, Mr Aaron

Motswaledi, for instance, argues that the excessive use

of a stick is an expression of teachers' frustrations

with the "Bantu Education Systen:". He further argues

that teachers are often exploited with more than ~O

pupils in a class, and work harder than the average

White teacher. Because of this, learning is pa~rc:

like an~ ~hcse who cannot recite get a roc, he sait.

Other newspapers co~~e~~a~ors argue ~ha: caning was

~he
r;"'~i"'"......~-- .... coul~ <:::-""'.-, .... ~_.... -_.~
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and severe punishment. It is alleged that after every

case of unrest teachers have increased corporal

punish."TIen t - they feel their whole identity and

posi':.ion th!':'eatened by the ne'i,o;' demands. Ey caning

they wan: to ~eassert their position.

mainly from the side of students.

These vie'V:s are

It is also necessary to look at how teachers view the

whole issue of corporal punis~~ent in Black schools.

Professor Thembela of the Natal African Teachers' Union

is repG~~ed to have sa~G ~hac c!ler~ is ~veruse of a

stick in Black schools. Caning is regular because

departmental regulations are overlooked. He goes en

say some feel that corporal punis~~ent is given

home and so should be the case at school.

contends that many teachers cannot cope with 50 er 6C

childrer. withou':. "terrorising'! the::: II sinpl y tc

survive", Thembela further alle6es that some teachers

are pure sadists and simply enjoy inflicting pain O~

studen~s. However, he believes that there a~e cases

th2t W2rrant the ~se of corporal punisc~e~t. There

pupils who could not have bee~ rescued if they have

been subjected to i~, he concludes. All ~h~s) The~be:a

saic: c. ... c..~ i:1:.erview C:1 ':.he questic::

pU~isr~en~ in Elack Schools.
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A social worker, Mrs A Mbanjwa argues that punishment

is not only limited to the cane. She alleges that

pupils are also kicked, slapped and beaten over all

parts of the body. Some pupils therefore play truant

out of fear. She attributes this to teache~s'

fr~stration and poor co~~unication. She does net

believe that corporal punishment should be outlawec,

but there should be a good reason in every instance.

She concludes by urging teachers to reason with

students as pupils of today are different from those of

olde~ generations. This she also said at an interview

on the question of corporal punisn~ent in Black

schools.

As reported in the Natal Witness of 10 January 1985,

according to the Assistant Secretary (Professional

Services) of the Department of Education and

Mr E Mvemve, there are teachers in KwaZulu schools who

overlooked a depa~tmental regulation by meting OU:

corporal punishme~t to girls. He warns tha~ in KwaZulu

schocls girls should unde~ nc circQ~stances be canec as

~his is against physiological considerations.

Corporal punis~~e~t degrades
one t.he receiving .€::JQ

and the cne ~ho d~shes ~t out.
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Fro~ this it would seeffi that the KwaZul~

Department of Education officials a~~ ge~erally agains:

the use ef corporal punisr~en: as c deterent aga~ns:

wrong doing.

In the Natal Mecury of 19 March 1985 it is reported

that South African parents believe in enforced.

discipline, particularly for offences such as stealing,

cheating in exa~inations and da~aging school property.

This is in accordance with the findings of Gallip Poll

conducted by Mirkmor into South African attituces

school discipline. It indicates differences in

attitude between various population groups.

In terms ef this study, cve;all Whites believe that the

a~ount of discipline metec out in their schools is

about right .. Afrikaner parents demand stricter

discip~ine in schools tha~ da their English speaki~g

counterparts.

There is a similarity betwee~ the views of A:rikane~

Elacl: ':he ~elif2f
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order. The purpose of punishment is:

:0 restore an objective order
than to satisfy. a subjective
craving for revenge (Van der
Haag, 1975, p. 11).

The principle of retributio~ suggests ~hat people who

violate law are blameworthy or deserving ef moral
,
l
1

disapproval for their acts. The idea of retributio~

assumes that o~fenders are responsible and rational

their conscious control and that they are aware that

pU~ishment may result from their violations of the law.

Rabie and Strauss (1979, p. 4-5)

~hey are not products of force

1
j
J

.~

I

I

law.

this

beyonc

theviolatetochoosewho

According to

individuals

implies that

~h·
J. ...~s being popularly known by its supporters as the

absolute theory of punishment may be very useful

criminally. In the opinion of the writer- it is

not always educationally sound because in terns of

theory there is 2 te~ptatic~ tQ co~centrate o~ the

cffence a~ the expense ef a perso~ as SUCh.

violated.

1
i,

child has co~i~tec a~

t~e principle of individualization way beway

schocl, for i::stance, how ca~ we be s~re tha~

j
;
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punishing him rather than wo~king out our spite or

indulging our sadistic prospens~ties?

The Deterrence Theory

This t~"eory -is based on the utilitarian vie",,' of'

punis~~':Jent, that .~ it ought -" all to be admittec, it21 oc

ought only to be admitted in so far as it pror.:ises to

exclude some greater evil. The doctrine of deterrence

has come down from the classical school of c~iminology,

largely as a reaction to the excessi vely (Jar·sl1 a:-.d

widely discretionary and correctional practices of the

pre-classical criminology.

Deterrence is ba~e~ on the belief that the purpose and

function of punis~~ent is to cause an offender to

suffer and by so doing restrain him and other potential

offenders from co~itting offences in the fu~ure.

This implies that man being a rational hurr.an creature

would refrain fro~ co~~itting c~ime if he should kno~

that the unpleasant consequences of punis~~e~t ~i::

follow.

see:;,s det.er!"'e:1ce

2.5
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the school situation, it is, however, possible for a

child to fear a person who inflicts punishment. If

such a person is removed problems of discipline may

arise. Souper (1976, pp. 149-150) is therefore correc~

when he argues that

the indiscipline stimulated may
well be experienced by those
teachers who a~e not naturally
inclined to rely upon punis~~ent

fer good order rather than by the
punisher, for pupils are likely to
take an advantage of the absence of
repression by releasing t~~

tensions built up by the punitive
teacher.

Protection of the co~~unity

Rabie and Strauss (1979, p. 16) refe~ to this theory as

a social defence. The justification fer this theory

rests on ~he supposition that crime is a threat:.o a~

orderly community as a social existence as Neser (1979,

p. 16) puts it.

viewed frc:;:I the crir::ino:'ogist point of the

co~unity may protected

offenders suc~

CC:'::TlU~ity r.:ay
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becomes completely objectionable in
ter~s of the· group welfare.

However~ he warns that wheD such punishment

exercised ~oo freque~tly or for toO long a period

may rob the pupils' valuable educational experie~ces

2.5.2

and increase their difficulty in acjusting

group.

The place of punishment in education

to the

Although discipline by punis~~ent is the least

desirable practice in ecucation, educationists

generally agree that it is sometimes necessary. D~iny

and Thembela (1983, p. 87) are therefore correct when

they say:

the function of punishment is to
improve the child, to arouse his
conscience without scaring or
blunting it.

To be relev~~t and effective, pu~ish~e~: ~ust inv~lve

so~e kind of unpleasantness, even of pain, thcug~ nct

necessat"ily physical ;:;ain. HoweVE:--,
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igDo~2nce or indifference.

In 2 school situation a child who fails to fulfi: aD

obligation is commonly to blame, consequently

punis~~ent finds its pedagogic justific2ticn. Howeve~~

Souper (1976, p. 147) W2rns:

But ur.less he has reached a stage
of moral develop~ent this is
un~easonable. He must at least be
able to recognise that certain
actions are indeed blameworthy.

If punis~~ent is not ecucat:ve the pupils soon become

t.his this is bOUilC to cr-eat.e more

cisciplina~y problems. With refe~ence to the case ef

African schools Gilbert (1982, p. 38) test.ifies as

f0110'w5 :

A distu~bing n~~~er of pu~ils were
critical of disciplina~y ~easu~es

taken at schools. 7hey stated that
they were too severe a~d

inappropriate.

Corporal Punisr~e~t

A:~hough Easte:-or': :10=

have p~ohibi~ec ptys~ca: p~~is~~e~:
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schools~ in South Africa this is still legalized.

is, howeve~, interesting to note that even in Sou~h

Africa there is a substantial n~~ber of educatior.ists

who a~e against the use of corporal punis~~en: in

schools. Fo~ instance, there is a new organis~tion,

"EDUCATION WITHOUT FEAR" that advocates non-violent

punis~~ent on pupils. Professor Holdstosk, a schola~

in neuro-pyschology at the Un~versity of Witwatersrant.

has even written a booklet, TTBeat the Cane - The Case

of Abolition of Corporal Punis~~ent in Our Schools'! i~

which he argues against pnysical punishment tu

children.

Those who argue against the use 0; corporal pU~ishme~:

main::ain, inter alia, that it is not possible ~o be

fair in the administratio~ of corporal punishment, may

cause bad feel~ngs betwee~ the pupil and the :eache~

a~d create unpleasant associatio~s with the school ant,

~herefore, may be habitual. Ha~acheck (1977, p. 202),

:.otal
punishc1ent
purpose,

abolition
in 2.ny

under any

of corpo:-al
forr:: for any

see~s to be pa~t ef a movement in
education whose objectives have bee~

to prc~ote stude~ts rights' anc
agai~st abuse of
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authority by teachers in the
control of student behaviour.

However, even those who support the use of co~po~al

punishment, generally agree that it should be used as

the last resort when all else has failed. In this way

corporal punis~~ent should be seen in a positive light.

It is used as a corrective measure if it is used in the

spirit of love. In order to safeguard the interests of

the pupils, the~e are certai~ regulations regarding ~he

... _- use of corporal punis~~ent schools. In this !'"'egard

Van Wyk (1983, p. 105) has the following to say:

where punis~~ent is
specific statutory

Consequently
part.icularly
concer-nee,

thers are,

enactme~ts by educatio~ authorities
which nust be complied with.

Departmental regulations regardi~g the ad~inis:ra:ion

of corporal punis~~en: in Black schools are as follows:

Corporal be
r;::=le pu;:ilsinflicted

students
on
in the fcllew:"ng

ins~an=es: an app~=ve= case ef
grave er cc~~i~ual neglec~ ef ~8rk,

lyi~g, bullying, inde=ency, gross
insub8rcina:icn, ~rua~cy, ~heft.
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Corporal punis~~ent should be
administered in privatE by the
~rincip21 or an assista~t teacher
in the presence of a principal.

Corporal punis~~ent should be
administered on the back of the
thighs with a cane or leather strap
at least 2,5 C~ wide. Care should
be taken by the principal that it
is moderately and reasonably
ad~inistered with due regard being
paid to :he age and health of the
pupil.

No form of corporal punis~~ent

other than that authorized in these
instructions may under any
cirClli~stances be administered.

Corporal punishnent may under no
cirClli~stances be administered to
fe~ale pupils or students.

A record of any case of corporal
punis~~ent must be kept by the
principal in a special register
containing the pupils' na~e, age,
offe~ce, the n~~ber of strokes, the

-date and the pers~n by who~ it was
ad~inisterec. (D~~iny anc :he~bela,

1983 l p. 88).
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has ~ecen~ly been conducted D~' Gilbert on ~he 1'50cio-

Psychological study of unrest iD African schools".

Gilbe~t (1982, p. 27) argues that:

the issue of d~scipline in schools
req~ires g!"eater inves~igation, in
the light of the relatively large
numbers of s~udents who com~lained

a~out its sever~ty.

Toe much use of co!"poral punishmeDt is self-eviden~

sel~-explanatory in the folloWing table:

Table 2.5.2.2

Type of disciplinary ac~ion taken

No Action

Verbal admonish~ent

Verbal a~~onis~~~ent with the
withd~awal ef privileges

Cor~oral punis~~ent

Physical assault

No respo:;.se

Actual Ideal
N % N 0''0

23 57 3

306 17 542 30

289 16 t..92 27

990 5'- 606 ..
188 10 po

~" ~

"::"";l 2 =0 .-,' ''';

1829

Source:

Gilber:~ A J (1982 ~. 27): A So:io-Psychc!ogica: s:~~y
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When looking at the above table with special reference

to corporal punis~~ent and physical assault, it is

likely that these two categories could have created

some semantic confusion in some pupils because it is

possible that they (pupils) could have equated physical

assault with corporal ?unis~~ent. Nevertheless, ~he

table does illustrate the fact that there is a gap

between the way in which corporal punishme~t is

ad~inistered and the way in which it is accepted by the

pupils. While Gilbert (1982, p. 28) is correct whe~ he

argues that:

realistically,
always be a
".·:hat teachers
pupils feel
punis!"'ll"!'1ent,

however, there ~ill

discrepancy betwee~

do and what their
when it comes to

the way i~ W~ict corporal punis~~ent is ad~i~isterec

seems to create problems in Black schools because , .

was lis tee a~8ng the gri€van~ies :hat were voicee by

the Vaal Triangle pupils as one ef the causes ef 198~

disturba~ces in troubled schools.

In ~e~s of Gilber:s' stucy there is evidence , .... ~ ~ ...."" .._._.;

suggests corporal p~~~s~~ent may ne: be

effective bringing about crder.

findings i~ the following ~ay:
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I~ is interesting to note that the
percentage number of students who
stated that corporal punishment was
usually used in thei~ schools was
much higher at KwaMashu schools
than at most others (up to 78% in
one case). It would see~ that
despite extensive use of corporal
punishment the pupils in these
schools are still unrully if the
degree of unrest is to ~e used as a
crit.erion for deviant behaviour"
(Gilbert, 1982, p. 2).

2.5.2.3 Some psychologists' arguments against the use of

co~poral punishrne~t

It has already been indicated (vide supra 5.2.1) that

there are educationists who are outspoken against the

use of corporal punishment. However, the proble~ ~s

that most discussions cn pu~isr~ent Whether ~cr C~

against treat it as a ge~eral topic anc often dc no~

differentiate between physical and psyChological ~or~s

of pu~is~~ent, nor between degrees o~ pun~s~~e~t.

Nevertheless, psychologists are :0 a large ex:ent

against the use of co;,po:-al

m€aSl1;'E.

l L 9) has cc~e~tec:

h2rdened
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are against the uss co!'"'por2.1

punis~~ent because they believe that punishing the

child as a means of reducing aggressive behaviour ~ay

encourage him to act more aggressively. Mussen

( 1979, p. 209), in support of this· point of' view, ar'gue

that punishme~t has few longterm effects - the chil:

becomes aggressive again as soon as the adult leaves the

scene. A child in such an environment will learn

physicclly punitive tactics anc thus be aggressive to

others. A parent or aducator, therefore, who uses

physiccl punishment to try to curb c child's aggression

may actually be encouraging the behaviour he is trying

to stop. As a rule those children will know only one

form of punis~~ent, namely, corporal punis~T.ent, when

they are grown ups.

!n persuance of the sa~e arg~~ent psychologists further

argue a child who is used to being physically

pU~ished may be aggressive eve~ cc ~is peers an~

often times be involved in fights, eve~ ~ith ~~s

teachers at worst. His violen: cu:burscs are ... ...,""........ '....

impulsiVE, too quick and invclun~ary.
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Another arg~~ent is that the child is likely to imitate

the behaviour of the same sex. Thus boys are more

likely to i~i~ate male models anc girls female models.

Boys are therefore, mo~e aggressive than girls because

in most cases physical pur.is~~ent is ad~i~isterec by

the father.

remarks:

Bee (1978, p. 2871, therefore, rightly

Note that punishrnent 'for
aggressioD by itself does not lead
to reduction in aggression. Many
pare~ts, I suspect think that
spanking the child for·biting her
brother is an effective way of
handling the situation and that it
will make aggression less likely
the next time. But it does not
work that way.

7hese psychologists go on tc c~gue that chilcre~ whose

teachers are nonpunitive a~~ thus better able ~c

identify themselves ~ith the school I to accep:

values and to adept them as their awn. Lindgrer; (i976,

p. 263) therefore concludes ..... - .... ~j.c· .

':here
relatio~ship

is a :1ega:ive
teacher

effectiveness anc pu~:tlvity. ~D
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other words teachers who are most
effective in stimulating learning
are the ones who used punis~~ent

least anG those who use i~;... the most.
are the teachers who 'by all
standards are ineffective
teacher's.

What looms from this discussion is that psychologists

are totally against the use of corporal punis~~er-t in

any form because of its negative consequences. Their

chief argument is that it is inh~an, deplorable,

unethical, non-professional and unnecessary.

2.6 Suspension and expulsion of pupils

The suspension and expulsion of pupils from school is

generally regarded as a cisciplinary neasure by n:st

teachers anc ed~cational ad~inistrators. Others a~gue an:

say that this should not be regarded as a discipl~nary

measure on the strength of the belief that all c~:ldren

are entitled to education.

the child fro~ school, therefore, ~eans de~rivi~g ti~

of h~s na:u~al right to ~each adulthood.

ex~erie!1::e=,
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expelled from school. This is sup~or~ed by the

that once the child is expelled fro~ school, there is

no clear defined progr~~e concerning the pupils who

are expelled from school. For instance, no

habilitative measure exists in te~~s of which such a

child can be taken to an institutio~ which deals

such problem children. Justice K~leben 1982, p. 29)

summarizes the problem ef expelling pupils frorr. school

when he W2.!'"'ns:

Ex?ulsiOn is ne:'tt~';:I- ;-"'!"'"1a.:i H e n':'r
rehabilitative. On the contrary
the expelled pupil is pres~~ably

expected either to leave school or
to be ad~itted to another school
Where on account of the disgrace of
expulsion his ability to find his
feet there must be severely
affected. Any cases cited where
expulsion has proved to have been
the making of a scholar must surely
be the exception rather than the
rule.

Arguing along the sa~e lines ~ith Justice Kumleben~

Wilkins (1976, p. 205) has the following to say:

in some schools chilc~en

stopped fro~ attending because they
have misbehaved, this is w~ong.

Such action is to a
doctor telling a seriously ~,~

patie~t. 'Go away! I I :--ef'use - to
cure your illness.
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concludes that expulsion is not a

disciplinary measure. His argument, inte~ alia, is

that where a pupil has shown by his persistent and

repeated ~isdeeds that he is a danger to the schoc~ anc

other pupils, the school should arrange for his

tra~sfe~ to another institu:io~ catering fo~ suc~

difficult children.

Whilst discipline must at all ~imes be maintainec fo~

the good of the school, it should be pointed out that

expulsion fro:;) school shoulc b~ res::l.rted tc wi tr. e;!~'?8.t

circlL.'TlSpection. Before expulsion is effe:ted

soeci:ic p~ocedure has got ~o be adhered to :.he

principal

hereunder

of

is

a particular

the procedure

school.

that snoc:ld be followec

concer~ing expulsion. Ideas expressed here have bee~

extracted tainly fro~ the Govern~en~ Gaze::e No.

of Novembe~, 1977.

If a pupil conducts himsel: 2t school in such a way

tha: in the opinion of the ~;i~cipal ~he cor.:ir.ue:

welfare of ':.he s::hool as a Whole, er to ":.ha': of a~y

the pupils, ~he principa: shall ~i:ho~t delay ~ ..,r,-._ .: ...._... '-' .

writing such a pupil's pare~: 0: the fac:s ~~: s~al:
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state that on reoccurance of similar conduct such a

pupil will be liable to be expellee and inform the

Circuit Inspector or controlling body, as the case may

be, accordingly on reoccurance of such or sirr.ilar

conduct by such a pupil. The principal shal::"

immediately suspend him from school. Such a pupil

shall depart from the premises of such a school, unless

the principal has directed otherwise. The principal

shall f6rthwith notify the parent of the suspe~sio~ of

such pupil, in writing and the reasons thereof and

shall submit a full report to the circuit inspector or

controlling body, as the case may be.

The circuit inspecto; or co~tralling body, as the case

may be, after further inquiry, if he ·dee:os

expedient, o~ders the expulsion of such pupil, or takes

such other steps as he dee~ed necessary_

1:: ex::eptional cases an: on :.he pr:'ncipal's

80dy ~ay sQ~~a~ily ex~ell any ~up~~ :rc~ s::hocl.

An appeal 8y a paren: or legal guardian c~

fro~ 2 gcverr~e~': setael :::2Y b~ ri.aoe to the Secre:ary
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case of a co~~~unity school su~h an appe~l can be made

to the school co~~ittee or school board, as the case

may be, the decision of which shall be final. le the

2.7

case of a school situated on 2 [ar~ or nine, factory or

hospital p~enises, a~ appeal ~ay be ~ade to the o~ne;

and the decision of the owner shall be final.

Rewards

Although, traditionally school ciscipline has been more

co~cerned with pun:' s r..'TI en t than reward, education:"s:s

generally agree that these days a system of rewards is

one of the ways in which discipline could be

maintained. However, it is not unco~~on to :io=

teachers who still believe in the traditional view that

punishment is the answer to the problems of discipline

at school. Such teachers probably feel that a syste~

of discipline based on positive reinforcement is a sig~

of weakness if not the adtission of defeat.

Laslet and S~ith (1984, cit.e Neiswo!"'t.t

Smi th as having des~!"'ibed a !"'einf'o!"',::e:ne~-=. tie!"'ac~,y ~ ...

the following way: They say ~. descends fro~ se::-

gene!"'at.ed sa:'isfa:::io~
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going . for the evening only after hc~ewo~k has bee~

co~ple~ed to the management of reinforcement by others

intangly in the form of social approval O~ praise

tanginly in the fo~ of money, sweets or permission to

~ake part in some e~joyed activity.

D~iny anc Thembela {1983 , p. 89) have ~he [ollo~ing .~

say about rewards:

a little
encouragement is
rnakA any chi~c do

praise and
usually enough to
hi~ bes~~

in some schools children are
seated according to merit; those
whose work is meritorious being
seated at. the back;

deserving pupils may be assigned
duties which require
responsibility, for example being a
monitor, a leader in a sport club
or chairman of a debating society;

exceptionally good work may be
displayed in a classroo~ or hall;

prizes for regular a~tendance,

good progress or conduct may be
given at the end ef the year.

3eh~ (1977, 54) cites the views c: Kenne:y an:

Wil1cut who eX~ined the resu:~s of over thi~~y s~u~ies
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facilitator of learning while bla~e had the oppos~te

effect. However, he warns that ~eachers must use

rewards with discretion because if they are easy to

come by their effectiveness will be lost. is

possible, for instance, that rewards may be so

overemphasized that they take the form of bribery.

Durojoiye (1976, p. 52) has given the following warning

concerning the use of rewarcs by teachers:

the danger is that either a fe~

children get their awards and other
children are left out and
discouraged or the other children
do everything they can (by f~ir or
faul means) to receive some of the
rewards, thus creating more
discipline problems.

Saunder (1979, p. 81) regards praise as one of the

commonest for~s ef rewards. He goes on to argue :ha:

not all praise is pe~ceive= as reward by the recepien:.

He therefore, maintai~s 50::1e

argument that he has against the ~se of praise is ~~2:

if .; +- .; c::.J.. .. __ give:: p'...:bli::ly. ~...,,,...-...,o.""•• .J ........... _.

i
l
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serve as punis~~ent to the pu~ils as

results in teasing and rejection by others. Saunders

furt.her, cites F'arson as having arguec t.hat praise

creates 2 gulf between ~wo people in t.hat may be

pe!"ceivec 25 asser:.ing the superioY':-tv of. . the

over t.he ~:raisedj

over creativity.

When Saunders bases his argument on his personal

experience ane on the rese2rch done by 3rophy and

Everston, he contends that pr2ise 2nd encouragement a~~

of value, especially to pupils who are inhibited or

accustomed to failure. On the other hand there is

evidence which suggests that pupils who are confident

and accustomed to success anticipate success and their

motivation is not increased by praise. Hence, Saunders

offers tne follOWing guidelines for the effective use

of praise:

note fro~ the pupils' ~esponse

whethe~ p~aise is re~a~ded;

p~2~se sh~uld ~e nc~u~al and

p~a:"'se is bette:-- give:; ir:

e:fec::.:'ve: whe::
give~ :0 the less s~ccess~u:.
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Conclusi,on

In this chapter an attempt has been made to look

discipline as a pedagogic category. This has been done

by looking at some views that have been exp~esseG

regarding

discipline.

the relationship between education and

Despi~e the divergence of opi~io~s regarding educatio~

and discipline, poor discipline is onE of :.he

disturjing features for any teacher worthy of his salt.

It is necessary, however, that discipline must be
•

purposive in order that it beco~es pedagogically and

didactically defensible. ror ciscipline to promote

learning and therefore responsi~le adulthood,

serve as a vindictivE O~ re~ressive measure.

In concluding this chapter i~ is alse necessa~y

mention that t.here is a belief espousec in some C "i ice._ _...-
that the Black pupil. because of his cul:ural roc~s,

understands cnly hard pun~tive ~easures in order

lear-n. This belief is fu:-other elucidate~

Durojaiyes' s:udy as cited by Ce~ane (i984, p. ;30)

w~en he points ou:. i::ves:.igatio::
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on such grouncs as, 'This is the only language they

understand; Parents flog the~r children consta~:ly at

home; Parents demand that I punish the~. He further'

comments that children who are often punished a~so

develop excessive anxiety w~ich may nakes i~ difficult

for them to learn effectively.

The above pedagogical notion leads to the misguided

belief that the Black pupil is a brute to be ta~ed and

forced to respect authority. This is counter

productive and nas self-Clef'ca Lir.g ~nds. When such a

spirit is prevalent a pedagogic-didactic situation

becomes a tyrannical, submissive, suppressive encounter

in Which a teacher ca~ mete out ":..he

slightest provocation in order tc "pu: the pupils ~~

their place tf
• In this way a pedagogical situa:icr. :5

usually characterized by strainec relations betwee~

teacher and the. pupils. When this takes place ~o

effective teaching anc 1 ea;ning can take pla::e;

cor.sequently the ve~y goal ef ed~catio~ is defea~e=.
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CHAPTER 3

DISCIPLINE IN THE CLASSROOM AND SOME RELATE~~ACTORS - -
A REVIEW OF LITERATURE

INTRODUCTION

The question of discipline in schools is relcted ~o

many factors and it is not possible to list them all

factors th2t are 1iscussed in ~his chapter a~e based on

this study. A choice, therefore, had to be made and /
the literature ~hat has bee~ :eviewed and have bee~

enumerated because of ~heir relatedness to

education.

31ack

It has already been hinted :~at in a school situation,

particularly the classroom situation, there is a need

:0: a c~sci~~ined educative clin2:e in o~der to ~ake

a poin~ that the type 0: condu:: and behaviour is

conducive to good and order~y working con~itic~s witt~~

tha~ desirable lear~ing ~~ wholesc~~ perscnal~~y
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Some factors related to discipline

Pa~ental involvement

When Gabela (1983, p. 62) w~ites about paren~al

involvement in Black education he correctly points out

that:

No educational system can function
effectively unless it operates by
the consent of the coremunity whom
it serves. A functioning system
derives its sustenance, among other
things, f~om the c~ntrjb~ti0r ~qdo

by the parent and other co~munity

members.

Concerning parental involveme~t in the discipline of

children Janes anc Janes (1981, p. 289), arSJe tha: in

a limitec nun~er of instan:es the rewards and

pU~is~~ent available in schools are sin~ly not ?owerful

enough to elicit desirable behaviour fro~ a child.

They go on to say that when this occurs school personnel

needs to i~volve parents iu develc~ing :he behavio~r

change ~rogra~e fer thE child.

a.rg~ed that t
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and school when close con~ac~s are
maintained. The pupil is the one
who be~efits ~f the school and home
rein:o~ce

reciprocal
each
cask

ot.her in
0: educating

:he
an::

socializing".

CODcArning the situation KwaZulu Mncwat>e (1985, p.

156) has the following t.o say,

11 lack of parental sU;Jport and
understanding 0: what he, ~he

cr-ild, is doing places ~he child in
two segregated worldS between which
he must choose at cer~ain points " .

Although Mncwabes' study was based on pupil wastage anc

dropouts, it does throw some light on the need

involVing parents in the education of cr..ildrer:,

particularly when it co~es to the ques:'icn of

discipline. Parents should also intervene in a~y

school activities which are nct in accordance with :he

fo~ative educational objectives.

Wtile pare~~al involvemen: is a~ esse~tial co~pcn2n~ ef

school administration, this is a de~ancing task O~ ~he

pa~t ef the Black teacher because of large classes

be ~aje because one 0: ~he ai~s of :..s :"0
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enable the child to develop as a whole. When assisting

the child to grow towards adulthood his parents may not

be neglected by the school.

testifies as follows:

Nxumalo (1979, p. 51)

When the~e is sufficient
acknowledgement of the existence of
two components of the educational
life of the child, viz., the parent
and the teacher, co-operation for
the benefit of the child will take
place.

The curriculum

A considerable number of educationists have, :,,:g~tly

poin~ed out tha~ one of ~he causes of ins~at:l:~y i~

Black education is the cu~:"iculQ~. The uprisings of

1976 do give a pointer to the problem surrounding the

curriculum in Black schoc:s, socio-

pcli~ical factors contributed. According to the s~rvey

tha: ~as conducted by the Ins~itute of 3:ack Research,

All res?o~dents saw
enforcement ef Afrikaa~s cn

t::JE
SOweto

schoo~ chilcre~ as the :u~d~~e~:al

issue in the disturbance
and Mazibuko, 1976, ;. ~"

{Tincl
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This problem of Afrikaans as a medi~~ of instruction in

Soweto schools had country wide consequences as far as

'"dis~pline is conc€rned because as from that year
.~

onwards Black schools countrJwide have nc~ bee~ stable.

Although in KwaZulu, at the moment a~te~~ts are being

made towards the differentiation of the curriculum by

the introductior. of comprehensive high schools, these

schools are apparently not going to serve the needs ef

all Black leaners. The curriculum which lacks

~i:f~reDtiaLion deprives the pupils of their active

involvement in a teaChing-learning situation. Cloete

and Conradie (1983, p. 5) are therefore correct to say:

If curricula make no provision for
both less gifted and the highly
talented children, one finds
frustrated pupils at both ends of
the spectr~m. Frustration can give
rise to juvenile ~isconduct because
this does not coincide with the
pupils' search fo~ identity_

Pupils at a seconda~y school a~e generally regardec as

proble~ of searching for the~r ide~~i:y.

fo:" iden~i~y is ha.cpereC: jy 2 ..-i"'o:::.c:: ,..., -.......... _- _ ...

.; ,... ... 0:::.' 0:::."'" ,..., .._. ~c.~; ....

r·
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Schools have got to cope with a mixed intake because

pupils come from all levels of socio-econo~ic income

groups,

Differentiation, then is based o~

the fact that pupils differ as
individuals and ci:ferentiated
op~or~unities should be created ~o

fulfil the needs of every pupil in
accordance with his ability,
aptitude and interest (Ndaba,
1975, p. 581.

A curricul~~ that fails to do this becomes a source of

discontent, thus creating disciplinary problems.

Apart from co~plaints against the
'administration and rules' in
existence in schools and those
concerned with pupil be~aviour, the
rest of the complaints, are still"
direct consequences of '3antu
Education'. Twenty one per cent of
the responses referred directly to
the nature of education: that
education is only for 'Bantus l (18%
of the total n~~ber of
respondents); that the choice of
subjects was not relatec to careers
(10%); that one cannot fine work
after leaVing school despite having
some qualification (5%) and that
ex~ination results are always
late (Gilbert, 1982, p. 28).
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does give direction to the extent to which the

curricul~~ causes the disruption of lear~ing activities

in Black schools. De ~ange's (1981, p. 15~) a~gumenet

does hold water when he maintains that t

curricula different~2tion, i.E.
differentiation in respect of
learning content, snou~c not be
based on differences in colour,
race, creed or sex, but on
interest, abilities and country's
needs.

KwaZulu, Mncwabes' (1985, p. 137) investigation

revealec the following:

Of the '0 teachers, 61,5% gave
their cpinio~ that p~pils do not
vie~ the school curricul~ 25

relevant, while 38,5 poin~ed to the
contrary.

Those teachers who felt t~a: the curricul~ was nct

releva~t gave th~ fo~lowing reasons among ot~ers:

late e.g.

St.andar-d 7.

science and cc~erce star: ,...,." " ~ ....
"""-.'
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. Violence in schools prove among other things

there is academic frus:ration a~ong pupils. Since

the Black school curriculu~ is not in unifor~ with

the curricula of other race groups it nas wade

Black education a confused sys~e~ of education.

To fur~her reveal inadequacies in the Black school

curriculmn ;:ith concomitant problems, such

disciplinary issues, Mnc~abes' study has further

revealed the following:

Of 28 principals 66,7% expressed
the vie;: that the pupils do not see
their school curriculum as relevant
to modern needs as future mewbers
of the sientific-technological
South African Society ...

While Makalima (i984, p. 12) is correct by giving a~

educationally sound reminder:

Let us rer.1e~ber that i: we have tc
resort to exercise corpor2l
pu~is~~ent for ~otivatic~ it ~s

because w~ have failed in the vital
watte~ 0: inspiring ou~ cha~ges with
the desi~e to lea~~ and a~~ici?ate

the excite~e~t of cr~ssing ~he

bar~ie!"

K!1owlegde,
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in view of the nature of the curricul~ ~t is also

likely that some teachers resort to corporal punis~~ent

because of the frustration that is brought about by the

nature of the curriculum. For example, it is possible

for some pupils to find themselves in a classroom

being taught subjects which are not in accordance wi:h

their abilities, interests and needs. As a ccnseque~:,

when the encou~ter between the teacher and the pU~i:

does not reach a pedagogic comp~omise, f~iction is

bound to occur and this may lead ser-iOli5

3.1.1.3

disciplinary problems.

The teacher-pupil ratio

This has always been a source of irritation in 31ack

schools, for a Elack teacher, and co~tinues to compoun=

his difficult task in the calssroo~. ':'he p:--oble1iJ ef

teacher-pupil ratio coupled with many o~her prc81e~s

prevalent in Elack eauca:icn, also s~~ws :ha: t~ere are

serious inadequacies in Ela~k educatio~. Because .... r

the proble~ of a high un~ro~ortional teache;-pupil

ratio in Black secc~dary schools, The~bela (1984, ~. 8)

is justifiec to ask the questicn:
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How does one teach a group o[ 70
pupils, through the medilli~ of a
foreign tongue, sUbject that one
has hardly mastered himself, under
drab and dreary conditions with no
aids 2t all?

A question of this nature does reveal that :he

situation in Black education is such that the poo~

Black teacher is placed in 2 serious predicament. I~

goes without saying that a teacher who teaches a class

of more than 60 pupils has a problem of

rr'sul:, s'..lch a teacher is

likely to be tempted to think that corporal punishment

is an answer to his didactic problems.

In 1983 the situation in KwaZulu secondary schools with

regard to pupil n~~bers was as follows:

TAELE 3.1.1.3

STD 6

55 229

Std 7

50 9"0

Std 8

48 874

Std 9

20 501

Std 10

21 79"

Source:

To~al n~~ber of pupils in secondary schools

Total n~~~er ef classroo~s availa~le

Average nU=ber of pU~ils per class~oo~

Teacher pupil ra~ic

Vas (1985, p. 40)

197 345

3 887

51

i : 3:S
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When looking at the above exposition one can be tempted

to believe that the situation in KwaZulu secondary

schools is net very far away from being normal because

of the teacher-pupil ratio ef i:36. However, it is

necessary to take note of the fact that the teache:,-

pupil is not as sim~ly as merely civicing :~e

total enrolment with the nlli~ber of teachers ir. c

of education for a ter~itory or nation (vide infra

6.2.1). The concrete classroon situation may presen~

a different picture. In the schools that were visited

·for this research project the total enro~ment for :hese

schools in the first half ef 1986 stood at 816C wi~h

170 teachers.

of 1 :48.

These figures give 2 teacher

Knowledge ef the subject ma:~er

The ai~s and o:jectives of any education sys:e~ ca~

teachers in various c~assroo~s. Although ~he~e a~E~ ~~

t~ei~ tasks. 7ha: is Why L~thuli (1982, ~ ~~, ~s

co~rec~ w~en he ~exarks:
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Investigations ~eveal that
teachers unconsciously become
responsible for the ~~us~ration of
pupils.

Arguing along the same line 2S Luthuli, Thembela (i97 L ,

p. 26) ~s also co~rect whe~ he contends that:

the teacher's qualifications
influence the delivery of the
subject matter and the methods used
as well as his handling of pupils.

Lack of knowledge of the subject matter results ~rorr;

inadequate training and such teachers are not capable

of presenting the subject matter to pupils in a~

interesting and challenging way. Lack of sufficient

training, further, makes it impossible to ide~~ify

pupils with learning proble~s in good time and aid the~ -

in their educational distress.

The teacher whc lacks sufficient

understancing
fr:...:stratia::

training,

su~arily

valueless

r,}2 Y,

or
turn

perhaps also lack
0: pupils'

misconduct, and
to pecagogically

may
juvenile r:is~onduct.

(Cloete and Cc~radie, 1983, ~ 54).
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matter a~Q absolutely necessary som~

disciplina~y problems are :c be alleviated. r'ti<habe':"E

(1985, p. 60), therefore, argues correctly whe~ she

rnain:ains that insufficie~: fulfilment 0: cog~~tive

needs causes the adolescents to underrr.ine

teachers.

Knowledge of the subject matter should go ~anc i~ han2

with the reliable knowledge of education, because

reliable knOWledge of all which can hinder-

jeopardize effective education is essen'c,ia:

educative discipline is to be maintained i~ class.

Knowledge of education refers in
~he first place to ~he va~ious

disciplines of pedagogics which
investigate describe and ex?lain in
a scientific ~anner requirements
for effective education teaching
(Cloete and Conradie, i9S3, p. 78).

Knowledge of the subject ~atte~ and knowledge

educa:io~ is not enough u~less the teacher knows :he

requiremen~s of education~ as laic dow~ in :he sou~ces

which de:e:rr:ine ~he li:e.
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clea!'ly articulated philosophy of life for Black

education. When a teacher knows clea~ly .....rhat

philosophy of life underlies his practice of educatio~,

he has certainty in his mind a sens~ of responsibility

a~G arouses enthusi2.S~ in him to me,::,
l.,.~_ ... the

requirements of a philosphy ef life and to ~~par: these

values to young pupils.

Since the knowledge of the subject matter is dete~ined

by teacher quality, the following table ~ill give uS

some picture of teachers' qU3.lificatio::s in SOuth

Af!'ica in 1979. In this table Blacks are CO:::lpared

with ether racial groups in order to depict a unique

position of Black education. 7hese exclude

Transkei and Bophuthatswana.

Table 3.1.1.4

Teacher qualifications in S r""'~;'"
,..d ........ " Africa 1 1979

Hignest
Qualification African Coloured Indian Hhite~

University degree ..... 1°1 4,2% 1Q L.0~ -.-. ("101
C, -' I'; -', . Iv .j'::: , u /r:

Std 10 15,5% """h ":le.' 65,3% ,.."... I"te'c. .... , ..J /0 00, '..I/o

Below S"''''' 10 82,2% 69,5% ' = ":l0"- J -' , ..J tr:

SA!RR Survey
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With reference to seconda~y school educatior. the

following shoulc be noted in the diagram:

~. Only 826 OU~ ef 5437 teachers in secondary scnQQ:

have a degree.

b. Out of the total nu~ber of 5 437 secondary school

teachers 704 do not possess a Std 10 certificate.

Note should also be taken of the fact that the

teaching force of KwaZulu Education Department in 1983

consisted ef 22 041 teachers, of which 20 613 had an

academic qualification of no rno~e than a Matriculation

certificate (Blacks only).

7he picture as it has been paiDtec above reveals that

the problem of teacher quality, especially with regard

to training, has still to be grappled with ir, Elack

educa:io~. Concerning the problem ef teacher quali~y

in KwaZulu anc Na~al the S~e=ialist Group reco~e~de=

the following:

l~er€ is :he~e~cre a dire need for
suppor: financielly by the
private sector, :or u~g~adi~g t~e
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to at least
(Buthelezi

301) .

the Std 10
Commission,

Teachers and their teaching styles

Lippit and White in 1956, conducted a fa~ous stu:y G~

authoritarian (autocratic) , laissez-faire

democratic teaching styles and the effect these had

on the learners. Since these teaching styles affect a

didactic situation in one Wqy or another, it is

inevitable that they have effect on classroo~

. . ., .
C~SCl.p ....J.ne . 7hese teaching styles will be, therefore,

discussed in this dissertatio~ as far as they arE

related to disci;Jline school and in the classro8~ ~n

au:.ocra,,:ic
directivE,
and if'

group

particular.

A

oriented
p. 81).

leader having an
style ten~,s to be very
very control crientec,
necessary p~nisb~~ent

(Guskin and Guskin, 1970,

Suc~ c ~eacher is a directo~ o~ every action ir: class

~C~, he exercises fi~ cc~trc:.

anc p::ssibly t~re2.ts; oecal..:.se i:. is :'he ~eache~ ;"":-:':; :::;·e5
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all the planning and talking. Such a state of affairs

is not uncommon in Black education. Mkhabela, (1985.

p.58) cites Dreyer as having found that the majo~i:y of

~ural Black teachers still adhere to traditional

authoritariar.ism which demands complete submission to

authority. This may not be far away from the truth i~

view of the following exposition by Nx~~alo (1980, p.

126) in the case of the Zulus:

"T'hr> Z'llvs i·:ere brought up under
st~ict discipline. The
disciplinary code of society was
enforced by members of the fa~ily

as well as all members of the
tribe.

The results of the authoritarian type of teaching we~e

found to be that children tended -

to be apatheti-c

:0 be ve~y dependent

to show little capaci:y fer initiative

occassionally to show hostility towards one

another (D~eyer and D~i~y, 1983, p. 757).

even i~~ly coercion er co~~~~s~c~.
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of pupils at a secondary school are adolescents, :hese

pupils have a questioning a:titude on anything tha~

surrounds them. An au:horitarian teacher may,

~herefore, find himself be~ng a genera~o~ ef ce~f~ict

wh~ch may lead ~o a conglameratior. of disci~lina~y

problems because his acticns may be regarded by :he

pupils as being unreasonable. Dreyer (1980, p. 57)

emphasizes this point very clearly when he.comes to the

conclusion

Zulu adolescents are however, of
the opinion that a boy or girl
might break school rules if these
are unreasonable, since they regard
themselves as old enough to take
their own decisions (41,19%).

When refe~ring to the autocratic style of leadership in

the school Mussazi (1982, p. 63) argues that such

leadership kills initiative a~ong the studen~s, and

very c~ter. leaes to school riots and strikes.

The dem~cratic :eacher O~ ~he ether-hand ac~s as 2

demo=r2~ic group leader. A :eacher 0: ~his ~2:u~e

crea~es a give a~d take type of a cidactic si:~atio~

where the~e is ; .... c:: ~ C"';.., .. <:::_··_-c·· --.
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In line with a negative side of a laissez-f~ire type of"

leadership, Dreyer and D~~iny argue that such a teacher

is present in class but it is the pupil w~c dicides

when he will do something, what he will dc and how he

will go about doing it.

A classroom situation characterized by this teaching

style is likely to breed pupils who. have insecurity

problems in the encounter with the subject matter. The

question of the relationship of authority, therefore

falls away because the teacher is not in a position to

maintain discipline whatsoever. It is therefore

correct to contend that whilst prcble~s arise in the

child's educational situation when authority is

constantly wielded in an unsympathetic and dictatorial

manner, they also do arise when no authority is

exercised all.

The ciscussio~ of teaching styles have reveale= in a

way, the social anc emotional clima~e

classroo~ is crucial in ac~iev~ng high work

use of pupils' abilities. Since is the
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to look at some research findings on pupils' views on

good and bad teac~rs.

'"

Some pupils' views on good and bad teachers

This study was ac~ual~y conducted in Britain by Jcnes

and Chopkin. It has been taken f~om Khumalo (1985, p.

25) . However, reference to this study does not assume

that Black pupils would necessarily respond identically

like the sample of the pupils that "as obtained i~

Britain. It is, probably, safe, to assume that the

same criteria could be appliec here, alt~ough possibly,

~he importance of teacher characteristics way ciffer.

As all the pupils agreed that their ~ost beloved

teacher w~~ also their best teacher - the one accorcing

:0 them who always taught efficiently. is

interesting to note that the findings re?a~ted in the

study~ the characte~is~ics 0: 'gooe' teache~s, i~ o~der

of priori~Y1 were 2r~anged by the pupils as follows:

Ability to ccnt~ol c class;
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and sywpathetic towards pupils as

individuals;

Ability to presen: subject ma~te~ se ~hat pu=~ls

understanc and lea~nj

Patience;

Teaches in an interesting way. Inspires pupil

with enthusiasm and confidence so that they wa~:

to learn;

maintains high standards of behaviour ant co~~anc

respect of pupils;

A r iking and respect for children leading to good

pupil-teacher relationship.

Enthusias~ and dedicatio~ for teaching.

Approachable pleasan: persc~ali~y;

A thcroug~ knowledge of the sujject(s) being

t.aught

f... SE:1Se O ~ h,·,.,.,t"·· •. ..",..... ,
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The characteristics of bad teachers were arrangec in

the follo~ing way by pupils in their orde~ of

importance:

has discipline problems eithe~ through being :00

lenient or toe strict;

an inability to teach in 2 clear way;

uninterested in pupils as individuals, does not

allow for different learning abilities;

low standard of behaviour;

unapproachable, intolerant, cold;

impatient

teaching in a boring way and does not inspire

pupils to want to learn;

inflexible approach to teaching and school rules;

dislike and has no respect for his pupils;

victimises pupils a~c has obvious favour~tes;

2~ inadequate k~owledge of the subject(s).

no sense of h~~our

~r~~ this s~udy it is o:vicus
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sensitive about the role of 2 t.eacher as a

disciplinarian. Conce~ning the qualities of a teacher

as a disciplinarian, Duminy (1973, p. 135), in his

study conducted in South Africa, has the following to

say:

Somehow it seems as if the meeting
out of co~poral punis~~ent plays a
very important role in the
classroom activities in our
secondary schools, so much so that
it comes second in rank very
close to the first place - in the
list . of reasons fo~ cisli~ing

Teacher B.

This expositio~ by Dlli4iny also confi~s that :he role

of a teacher, he disciplines pupils, is a decisive

one for good pupfl-teacher relationship the

3.3

classroom.

Some essentials ef discipli~e

bee~ regarded by :hE researc~er as esse~:ials of

~is~ipline, if pedag~gic au:hc~ity is :0 be ~ain:aine:

:"let
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relationship as far as they affect discipline i~ a

didactic situation. Guidelines to be used will be so~e

0: the crite~ia suggested by Gunter (197~, pp. 154-

161), but only as far as they apply to discipline in a

pedagogic-didactic situation.

Love

Educative teaching is only possible where the spirit of

love prevails. With reference to a pedagogic-didactic

situation, love means e love in loco parentis so that

the child is able to face the school task with the

necessary confidence and enthusias~. That is why

educators generally agree that any pedagogic situation

devoid of love leads to strained relations between the

teacher and the pupils. This can lead to the hindrance

of the lear~ing process; fer, the child may develop a

negative attitude towards particular teacher and

the subject he teaches.

Such 2 pupil may become a disruntive liability to the

schocl because of the lack of volitio~al urge fer

scholastiC achieve~ent.
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This situation is, however, not
typified by tyranical dominance by
the teacher over the pupil, but by
the sympathetic understanding and
pedagogical love and reciprocal
res;:>ect.

This situation of pedagogical love a!1d

respect where there is a positive relationship betwee~

the pupil and the teacher calls for 2 normal youtr. to

be pre~ared to accept the teachers' authority anc to je

his disciple until such time that he acquires

discipline.

Freedorr.

. ,rae ...... -

The right to freedoc flo~s :rc~ the nature ef ~a~. ~s a

rational being, man ought to be free, to dete~~ne the

direction of his ow~ li~e. 7his, ho~ever, does not

mean that the child should be free to do what he likes

because he still requires educative actualizatio~ ~y

the teacne:,. The goal 0: education can~ot b~ 2s~ievec

until the teacher inte~venes i~ the ~ife of ~ ~~ilt

whe~ necessa~y. .. ,::.,::.I"'t""..,- '-', .. ,

acccr.:panie:: by authcri:.y, o:he~wise a pedagogic-

didactic situaticn way be chaotic (vide su;;ra
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With regard to freedom as rela:ed to au:hori~y Ndaba

(1969. p. 156) rightly. points o~t that:

the authority of the teacher and
the freedom of the pup:l must reach
a happy compromise with . no
ex~rimism on either side. The
harsh military discipline of the
ltask master' or loose discipline
ef the 'soft pedagogue' which
verges on licences are defiDately
out of place here.

Friendliness

A good pedagogical leader and disciplinarian is the

one who is a true friend of his pupils .
•

Friendliness

however, should not create an impression ~n the ~incs

of the pupils that it is equitable with farr.iliarity

and cheap popularity beca~se this is pedagogically

dangerous:

The teacher shoulc be friendly but
net fa~ilia~. There ~s a tendency
on the part of so~e teachers to be
overly concerned with their status
with studer::ts. 7h~s C2~ lead to a
:endency ~c :our: s~uden~st

popularity. Su~t a~ ~~titude car;
give ~ise to a~ u~desir2ble degree
of' fa.-::ilia~l.ty betwee!: teachers anc

:hat he has u~ique

students. The tea::her be
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students and that they
expect or desire that ~he

be one of the boys. (Adams
Garret, 1969, p. 59)

do not
teacher

and

From experience of the researcher it does not take toe

long before pupils discover, especially highe;

classes, like the secondary school phasE, the natu~E c:

friendship the teacher has for them. If it is

educational friendliness for instance, it lasts longer,

but if it is the type of friencliness that is couplet

with selfishness, pupils become resentful and

discipline may- therefore no: bE achieved. Gun~e:',

3.3.5

(i978, p. i59) remarks appropriately When he says:

It i2 essential that the teacher
should ~ake his pupils feel that he
is their interested and well
inte~ested friend who seeks only
the promotion of their true
i~terests and their happiness in
ever-ything that. he does, incluc.ing
the exercise of his cis~ipline;

eve~ in the extreme fo~ ef
i~flic~ing pu~ishment.

7he relatio~~:p ~f cialogue

The pedag~gical situatic~ is c~a~ac~e~ized by di~lcgue

bet-wee:: :he Likewise ir:

sc=eti~es
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with thE pupils. This mEaDs that 2 teacher shoulc net

be a 'take no nonsense' type of a person because there

are moments when he should actally give a chance to the

child (pupil) to express his views, in which case he

will have to listen to wha t the child says.

Furthermore an adolescent is in most cases apt to

scrutinize and crticize his teachers and disrega~d

authority. This is because at this stage ef

dscvelopment the pupil \olould like to argue and expr-ess

his opinions. A teacher who does not give a chance

to such pupils to express their views is likely to

experience p~oblems with regard to disciplin~. One

wonders as to ho~ often do teachers actual2y fine out

wny individual pupils have not done their ho~ework.

Why, for i~stance, a particular chile is usu~lly late

for norning lessons?

t€ache~ a~d the pupils, :he pU~ilsl self-es:ee~ is

usua:ly e~ha~ced.

he ~s a pa~~ne~ ~n the whole educative p~ocess.
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ad~inistered with fairness and
-justice. Under such circ~~stances

it is likely to be recognised and
accepted by the adolescents who
yearn for a fair share and
reasonable say in matter~ that are
affecting them
82) .

(Mohanoe, 1983, p.

3.3.6 A clear consiste~t policy and exemplary be~aviour

Gunter, 1978, 161 puts it very clearly when he

argues th2t the educator:

should have a clear and
consistent policy, that what he
requires of them shoulc be clea~,

reasonable and within the limits of
their ability at their stage ef
develop~ent, and that they shoulc
always know exactly what is
expected of them and where they
stand with him.

Concerning exemplary behavic~r Mohanoe,

remarks i~ the following manner:

some teachers in Elack high
schools make a habi~ ef going to
school unsober. I~ a drunke~

s~upor :hey co~it ir~es?o~si=le

acts which dent the cisc~plina~y

mac~i~e~y of the school.
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to teach implies that he who is
going to do so, has been ins:ructed
or co~~~issioned to carry out a task
and he has accepted that task.
Every teacher should always be
aware of the great resp8nsibility
that fOllows in the wake of his
acceptance. He must realize that
he is in a position where he can
either help, assist, and urge on,
or do irreparable damage ~o the
child.
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CHAPTER 4

~

~ EMPIRICAL RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

4.i Introduction

In Chapter 1 it was indicated that use would be made ef

~ descriptive method of research. In order to mee~

this requirement~ questionnaires were sent to pupils,

teachers and principals in order to obtain an objectivE

view of the problem of discipline in Black schools.

This objective understanding of the problem would be

brought about by the av~ilability of quantitative data

that would be obtained from the empirical area.

A comprehensive view of the problem is only. PQssible

when bath the em~irical and the theoretical apprcat~es

are used. This principle has been adhered to by the

researche~ because of ~be belief tha~ it is ~hrough ~he

utilizatic~ of the quantitative-qualitative coupling

that a near tc real appraisa: can je ~ade.

?ermissic~
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of Education and Culture.

4.3 The pilot study

Experienced rese2rchers generally agree that a pilo~

study, a prelininary trial ef research measures and

techniques, is essential for the development of a saunt

research plan. It is, as a rule carried out with fewer

SUbjects than will be employed in the main study.

In this research project this rule was adhered tc as

the pilet study was carried c~t :;wo seconda~y

schools at Mehlesizwe Circuit. Concerning a pilot

s~udy Ary et al (1979, p. 83) has :he ~ollo~ing to say:

It provides the opportu~ity to
assess ~h~ appropriateness and
particularly or data collectic~

instruments. It tJerr.:i ts 2

~relininary test~ng of the
~ypothes~s ~hich nay give sc~e

indicatio~ c~ its te~ability ant
suggests whether or not further
refinemen~ is needec.
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4.3.1 Initial trial run questionnaire5

The
,

•initial t~ial run of questio~naires was done at a

high school in the vicinity of ~he University of

Zululanc. This was done by :he researcher himself.

eight ~eachers and a
. . .

pr2nc~pal

was obtained. The sanple of pupils was drawn from Fo~~

v (Std 10). When analysing their responses and af~er

further discussion with the principal it became clear

:nat this class was not at all pu~ished corporally. The

possible reaso~s ad~an~ed 'oy ~he prlncipal were that it

is likely that teachers meet some resistance from this

group. The principal furthe~ argued that being a

senior group in the school it is unlikely that they

receive the same treatment as the junior classes, like

Std 6.

Because ef the above s~ated reasons the researcher

decidec to conduct another initial trial ru~ of

questionn~i~es that woulc include ell the grades i~ ~h~

sch~cl, i.e. fro~ Std 6 to 10. From this ~~ial ~~~ ~:

bec~~e clea~ that both teache~s a~d pupils hat so~e
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puriisr~ent used at school. This, therefo~e became the

4.3.2

main focus of the final trial ~un of questionnaires.

Final trial run of questionnaires

Befo;-e :Che :final applicatio:1, the ado~:..ec

questionnaires were given a final trial run a

secondary school at Esikhawini Location. Although the

researcher had wished to take a~ong research assis:"2~:"S

at this stage, so that they could see how ~he

questionnaires ttis

possible. The reason is that research assistants were

students, who at 2. time of the admir.is~ra:"io~ of the

final ~un of questionnaires, were involved

o~her academic activities. At this stage

researcher was able to establish the

4.3.2.1 took the respcnde~ts the

4.3.2.2

questic~~aires;

with the o:ject of eli~inating :..~e~ befo~e han=.
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In cotine~~ion with 4.3.2.1, i: was esta~lished tha~ 2u

optimum time of 20 ninutes was necessary for ~he

completion

students.

ef the ques:io~~ai~e in the case

In the case of teache:s it took

of

abou~

4.4

10 minutes to complete 2 questionnaire.

Concerning 4.3.2.2 very few problems were encounteret

at that stage. In view of these procedures it could be

reasonably expected that the final administration woulc

proceed without any serious hindrance.

Training of research assistants

Although the overall superv:sion of the question~a~re

acministration was mainly ~he personal responsibi~i~y

of the researcher, research assistants had ~o be

involved in this study. I~i~ially the researche~

not p12nned to involve resea~ch assistants bu~ ~~~s

became a necessity after schools that tc be

Visited had been selec~ed. With ins~2bili:y cnd

turmoil in some Black schools, ~ravel:ing ccs:s~ a~d

r-essa7'ch ":he hel;:
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Research assistants consisted ·of students who

doing their teacher training ~~ the University ef

Zululanc. So~e of the research assistants had al~eady

~aught in Black secondarY schools. It is mai~ly because

of this reason ~hat it was not a difficult task

generate i~teres~ [rom these students. J..s a

it not time consuming ~o train them as fa; 25

the ad~inistra~~on ef questionnaires was concerned.

The p~ocedure that was fcllowed in the training of

ls~is~ants can be explained in the follo~ing

way. Because it \<o°a5 not possible to all the

research assistants at the same time, the researcher

had to train these research assistants that were

available at a par~i~ular time. Each resea:-ch

assistant had to f~iliarize himself wi':h the

questionnaires. He was the~efore given some time

stUdy ~he questionna~res. Thereafter the researcher

had to read and explain each anc every category o~ ~he

questionnai~es. The resea~cher had also to explain :he

whole procedure to be followed during the

administration of questio~naires.

Af~er ~his brie~ing sessic~ ~he research assis:a~: ~a:
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to rehearse the procedure to be followed to the

completE satisfaction of the investigator. It was only

in one case where the research assistant had net

received enough briefing. As a result it became

necessary for the investigator to go along with ti~ ~c

the schools that were t.o be used for this

4.5.

4.5. 1

investigation.

Sampling

Selection of schools

The primary purpose of any
sampling procedure is to obtain 2

sample which within the
restrictions imposed by its size
will produce the characteristics of
~he pepulatio~ with the g~eatest

possible accuracy (Barr et a1,
1953, pp. 160-161).

An attempt was made to com~ly wi~h this ~ule in

study.

During the time of iDvestig2:ion there were 25 circ~i:s

l.D KwaZulu. O':)viously , . could have

unrealis~ic ambi~~on a~d un~eces$ary to visi: all :ne

circui:'s schoa2..s.
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samplin~ procedure. Acccrding ~o MaDdenhall and

Scheaffer (1971, p. 531), a str2.:'ifiec saID?le is

obtained by seperating the pcpulation elements ir.~o

non-overlapping groups called.. strata, and then

selecting a simple random s~~ple from within strata.

While this study is not compar2~~ve in nature, af~er 2.

considerable literature study and consideration of many

va;iables, the researcher came out with one main

characteristic which seemed very important: stratified

sa~pling basec on selection of schools accordin~ ~c the

nature of settlement in which they are found, that is,

an urban and ~ural settlement.

As I have stated earlier on, during the time of :his

investigation there were 25 circuits in KwaZulu in bo~h

urban and rural areas. Stratificatio~ according ~c

urban and rural enviro~~e~t, however, did create some

problems.

There a~e circuits ~hat have s~hools that are fcunc

both urban and rural areas. This proble~ was further

by the fa~t that ~here are sc~ocls tha~ a:-e

built
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st2tions because of the ea~ly influence :'he

missionaries. People living in these areas have a

considerable degree of Westerr. influence because of

their early exposure to it. Nevertheless, these people

live in areas which are generally classified as rural.

The question therefor~, remains as to whe:her one

should classify a school in this area as urba~ or se~i-

urban. These are places like Inanda and Ad~~s Mission.

There are also locations such as Esikhawini and

KwaMakhutha that may not be classified as urbar:

locations because of their age and proximity to rural

settlements. This also did create some problens during

stratification.

A~other factor is that of ~obility. Teache:-s an~

pupils :rom both urban and rural areas find the~selves

in rural and urban schools res~ectively. However'~ th~

researche~ is not u~~incful ef the possibility that

2 considera:le n~ber of urba~ p~pils opt for schoa:~~g

be~ause ef ;~evale~: :u!"'r.'Joil

schools. This mobility of p~;ils and teachers ~r'i~gs
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The researcher having made a careful and thorough study

of the geographical position of all schools in each

circuit came to a conclusion that 19 circuits could be

regarded as being in rural arecs and only 6 as being in

urban areas. What actually determined whether the

circuit was urban or rural was the n~~jer of schoo:s

that -were in the rural or urban area in each circuit.

A circuit with, for instance, a large nQ~ber of schools

that were in the urban area was classified as an urba~

circuit. Likewise the circuit that had more schools in

the rural areas was classified as rural. Ho·weve:-, :'he

researcher being mindful of the problems that have

al~eady been stated concerning stratifica:io~ dec~ded

to include the category of seilii-urban sc~ools ~~ :he

questionnaire.

After the classification i~ ~as ~ossible to selec~

schools through rando~izatio~. An attempt had:o be

made towards a p~oporticnal re~resenta:io~ c: bo~h

urba~ and ru~al curcu~~s. A~ ideal ra:ic woulc have

sele=cec fro~ ~WQ urban c~r~u~ts and ten schools :ro~

five :"u:-al circuits. ':'h:"s was s :"::;:-1 e

ra~jo~ s~pling.
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In all, 7 circuits were involved. Two schools in each

circuit were therefore, randomly selected in order to

draw the principals, teachers, and pupils to form 3

distinct population samples. These circui~s are

Umlazi, South, Ndwedwe, Mehlesizwe, ~~dadeni and

MaphuIDulc. Th€ map that follows snows a geographical

___________ ~~~~t_i_on_._of_t~-=~e c~i!r"'c"uli~t~s'". _

EDUCATION CIRCUITS OF KWA-ZUlU

ORANGE

FREE STATE

TnA,NSKEl

TRANSVAAL SWAZILAND

D. While Natal

,l-:;:;.::'~7"'~'-J KwaZulu Areas

N

t
o 20 40 6:::

, .
2.

Ndwe-:;;.;e

Me:-,lesiz....e
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classified according to sex. There would therefore be

a proportional representation of both sexes. However,

this could not be the case i~ all schools because 0:

~he imbalance in the male and female teacher ratio.

There were schools that had, for instance, o~ly 2

female teachers. In some schools it could not b~

possi~le to obtain equal representation because the

teaching staff was co~~itted with ether matters during

the time of investigation. At the end only those

4.5.2.2

selecte~ teachers from each school were invitee :c

respond to the teachers' questionnaire irrespe~tive 0:

their sex.

The pupils

Since the study was about secondary school pupils, a~l

the pupils in a selected school hac tc be ~epreseDte~

in the sa..'!!ple. The resea~cher hac to ask fo~ class

lists {where it was possible to dc 501 and pupils were

~andomly selected from all levels ef stucy i~ a

partic~lar school.

obtainec because of a nuxbe~ of boys had to equal ~he

n~~ber of girls.

J..n all schocls had ~o b~ visited wi:~ a s~~;le

pu;:ils .:: .... each sChool, 20 boys 22 _.; ... 1 <::5-----
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randonly selected.

being 520 p~pils.

In.all, the pupils sample ended up

4.6 Dr~fting of questionnaires

It has been argued correctly by Masson and Bramble

(1978, p. 303) that the resea~cher in conducting a~

investigation should select from ~mong a variety of

procedures available, those most supportive of the

research objectives. It is usually recommended ~o

explore several existing measurement instr~~ents before

selecting one or designing a new one to use in a

research investigation. Bailey (1982, pp. 221-330)

regards experiments, observation, ethnomethology,

document study, simulation and ga~es as methods 'cf

obtaining information about the status of a phenorneno~.

Because of the nature of this study a~d the wide

ranging investigation envisaged, the questionnaire

becaoe a major tool in ~~is study. Considerable

attention was therefo~e focus sec cn drawing it UD.

The follo~~ng reasc~s p~offi;te= the ~esear~he~ tc

the ques~~on~ai~e su~vey:
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The questionnaire is less time consuming. Fo~

instance~ in this study it took about 45 minutes

to administer the ques~icnna~res fo~ all groups in

che schools i.e. pupj..ls, teachers and the

principal, to complete their respective

questionnaires.

This study was conducted at the beginning ef the

year. During this time principals of schools do

not favour interference with teaching time. It

was D0ssihle for the respondents to complete the

questionnaires during the study period in some of

the schools.

The questionnaire method affords a good measure of

objectivity in soliciting and coding the responses

of the population sample.

These reasons are enough to show that an interView

method would have created proble~s for the researcher

had it been used in this s~udy. Sax (1979,

also argues rightly when he contends:

Another a=vantage clai~ed fer the
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question~ phrased exactly in the
same way, as they are on
standardized tests. Questionnaires
are thus supposed to yield more
comparable data than do
interviews.

Collection of data

Before going to .the selected schools for data

collection, circuit inspectors and principals

that were affected were written letters of notification

about intended visits. Enclosed in these letters was a

letter from KwaZulu Depar.tment of Education and

Culture, granting the researcher permission to do

research in KwaZulu schools.

Because ef the possibility of delay in ~a~led letters

and lack of precision concerr.ing the addresses of

certain schools, the princi~als of some of the schoals

were telephoned and made aware of intended visits.

Anothe~ form of safeguard was tha~ o~ giving each

research assista~t a copy 0: 2 letter add~essed:c the

Culture (KwaZulul g~ant~ng pe~ission to co resear~t. ~n

schools.
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Ad~inistration of questionnaires

Generally

pla:lned.

facto~s:

the administration of questionnaires was

This may be att~ibuted to the following

clear and precise instructions given to research

assistants; I ..

ready co-operation from respondents;

prior arrangements made with schools.

The principals' and the teachers' questionna~res

Generally, principals and teachers had no problecs ~ith

responding to questionnaires. It is only in a few

cases that a brief explanation had to be given.

Although the instructions were clear in questions 9, 10

and 20 some teachers needed sene brief explanatio~.

In question 9 ~hey we~€ given il cisciplir.ary proble~s

which they had to rank according to [requency ~n their

schools. _D question 10 :hey hat to rate :he g~ve~

sc~ools.
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that they could give similar ranks for

different categories, e.g. for insubordination they

~hought they could rank it as 4 and for cheating in

tests and examinations as 4. This

4.7. i .2

some cases during a pilot s~udy.

The pupils' questio~naire

Because of the problem of time and the fact that junio~

classes e.g. Std 6 had problems, in the pilot s~udy, of

not understanding some questions, no matter how ~he

researcher had simplified them, it was dicided that

each and every item would be read anc explaine~ to the

selected sample_

Because of this procedure there was hardly c pro~leu

that was experienced by pupils iD answering questions.

Help ~as therefore given in isolated cases when

4.7.2

r'equest.ec.

PrOblems experienced during ad~inist~atic~

:.c

e~able ar. o~tsider to gai~
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Others even stated that they hac to acceede to O"~~.

request because there was 2 letter giving ~er~~ssion to

do research from the Depar~ment of £duca:io~ and

Culture {KwaZulul.

The reason for fear was based on ~he fact tha~ durin~

the time of investigation there were crisis in Black

education. Because of these events it was no~ easy for

the principals to predict the behaviour of the pupils

at any given time .

. The most serious problem was experienced in one circui~

when the principal of a school flatly refused to allow

the administration of ques:ionnaires i~ r.is scho81.

This was an urban school. 3e~ause of ~is refusal a~

investigation could net be conducted ~n one urba~

scqool, which means that out of ~ selected schools only

3 schools had to provide ir.forwatio~ required for :his

investigation.

one in the urban envirc~~e~~ a~ounc D~~ba~. 3ecause ef

turmoil

during have bee~ c.
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to, conduct research in ~hose 2~eas. Consequen:ly, ar.

idea of obtaining more respondents f~o~ a school in ~he

urban area was aba~doned. .....
4.8 Returned and spoiled questionnaires

One of the advantages of the pe~sonal adminis:~ation of

the questionnaires is that it is possible·· for all

questionnaires to be returned. In this study that is

what actually happene: except that after checking and

sorting out all the oup.stionn~tires only 9

questionnaires were spoiled. These questionnaires were

those for teachers and principals.

4.9 Data processing

While there were a fe~ cuestio~s that hat to be

processed nanually~ the data was processec by the

co~puter. It was because the resea~cher was mindful c:

tne of many errors involved

p~oceSSiDg that he opted for co~pute~ analysis. As a

CCr1seque:1~ the se;vices a c~alified
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CHAPTS? 5

PRESENTATION, DISCUSSION AND INTERPRE7ATION OF RESULTS

5.1 Introduction

It will be recalled that the aim ef this st~dy is (a)

to look at discipline f~o~ a pedagogic-didactic

perspe~tive (vide supra 1.4). Literature study would

bring to light some of the factors that are related to

the practice of discipline in Black secondary schools.

(b) to investigate e~~irically the
<

problem of

discipline in Black seco~dary schools se as

•
establish whether discipline in these schools does

follow a normat~ve courSE.

In this chapter, the results of the investigation will

be presented, discussed anc interpreted. Towards the

end of this chapter the results will be ~urther

analysed by making use of tbe Chi-Square Test, to test

whether there' are any sig~ificant c~ffere~ces be:wee~

the responses of urban 2~d rural pupils.
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5.2 ?u~ils' responses about discipline

5.2.1

.~

-,,5.2.1.1

Ge~eral discipline in schools

At Our school there is a wide use of corporal

punishment

The following table depicts the find~ngs in ~~is

category:

Table 5.2.1.1 : The USE of corporal punishment i~

schools

Value Le.bel ";'r~quen::y ?ercen:.age

Strongly agree 122 23

Agree. 190 37

Net sure 42 8

Disagree .~~ 25it:....-

Strongly disagree 35 ~,

520 .. I">J"
Ivc

;( Ou~ of 520 responden~s 60% agreec chat there ~as a wide

i~te~esting to no~e :ha~ 23 strongly agreet a~d

agreed as re:lectec on t~e table above.
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Discipline in secondary schools should be like that of

an army i.e. unquestioning submission to authority

The following table illustrates the perception of the

pupils as to how discipline should be in secondary

schools.

Table 5.2.1.·2: The pupils' perception of how discipline

should be in secondary schools

Value Label Frequen.cy Percentage

Strongly agreE 61 ,"

Agree 73 14

Not. sure 48 9

Disagr-ee 197 38

Strongly disagree 141 27

520 100

Only 2"01 fel': .. ;....-- discipline ~ ..., secondary schoolsO{O w1'C:: ... -~.

should be like that of -- 2r~y whereas E:5% ,..~,..; no:a.1 -- ... '-'

agree \J.ti th this. This gives a~ i~~ressio~ that pupils

in seco~dary schools are ge~era:ly not i~ :avoJr c:

al~~h.,~~.i~a-.ia.". ~'..·."e o·.~ ~is,.._~.~l_i.".e. Conro-...,~...,~ -~.. _'- -,,"__ ._ __ _ _. o.J_ ~ '_ '1 ... _J:-.l~d5 (,.;. Ww.,= c.:...;
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harsh milli tary discipline Mohanoe (1983, p. 315) r~as the

follo~ing to say:

Even where the pupil see~s on
the surface to derive benefit fo~

this imposed authoritarian
clscipllne, it is short lived and
born of bitterness. In fact the
pupil hrhile outw21""cly appa!"'ently
subdued may be inwarcly bristling
looking for an oppo~tunity when he
can return the compliment.

In View of the alleged authoritarianism in many Black

secondary schools, it seems there is a considerable

discrepancy between the Widespread task master type of

discipline and its acceptability by the pupils.

When corpor~l punis~~ent is administered to us ir. our

school, this happens in the p~esence of another teacher

0:-- principal.

The following table illustrates the perceptions of the

pupils in this category:
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Table 5.2.1.3: The admi:::'st.ratioD of c:crpora.l

punishrnent

,
'.

Value Label

Strongly agree

Not sure

Disagree

S~rongly disagree

Frequency Percentage

77 15

12-9 25

36 7

117 3~

101 19

520 100%

While 40% reported that when corporal punishnent is

administered to them in their schools, this happens in

the presence of another teacher or principal, 53%

reported the contrary. Fro~ the above figures it is

apparent that the rule which says that corporal

punisTh~ent should be a~inis~ered in private by a

principal or by an assistant teacher l:1 the prese~ce

a principal is in most caSes viola:ed

4.2.1)

(vide
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When looking at the table only 3% of the pupils have

rated withdrawal of priviledges and reward~ as num~er

one and only 8% have rated it as number ~WO. This

gives an indication that positive reinforce~ents as

part of disciplinary measures are hardly practised in

Black schools.

Other forms of punis~~ent used as perceived by

include "kneeling down" (4%) and 11 suspension IT • I~ '..:as

o~ly in two schools where fcr~s of punishme~t such as

"demand love" (2%) and "de:na:1c money" (3~~) were

Although ~he latter responses w~~c obviously

u:=ed.

widespread, such responses do give a clue that there is

serious misconduct by teachers in sCwe schools.

5.2.1.5 Dc students have any say in school affairs?

Only 38% reported that they have a say in their setae:

affairs and 62% reported that they do not have a say i~

their school affairs. This i~p~ies that wtilst in

secondary schools pupils way have so~e say ~- the

school affairs, the majority ef the pupils have no say

in their school affairs.
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What can be derived from this is that in most cases

adolescents in Black schools are apparen~ly not being

prepared and encouraged by the~r teachers to take par~

in preparing themselves for ~he challenges of life

ahead of them. This is contrary to ~he present day

secondary school pupils who year~ for par:icipatior. i~

larger issues of life, although their energies nay

sometimes be misdirected.

In a situation where the pupils have hardly any say in

their school affair~ the teacher ~ay b~ ternotec to take

advantage of his superior position and ride rough shod

over the pupil. 'This is likely to generate an

emotional ferment within the pu~il, which ~ay lead to

overt rejection of what he may come to regarc as

intolerant and unreasonable i~positio~ ef rigid adult

norms. This ~ay spell the s~apping of the al~eady

strained relations that sometimes prevail

~eache~ and pupil in Black secondary schools.

between

Secondary

insteac ef wi~h, because this is ~ot prcnotive c: a
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It runs counter to the secondary school

pupil's impulsive urge for participation and blunts his

ego. It is also likely to stunt the growth of mental

resources.

Concerning pupils' involvemen: in school affairs Ra~sey

(1981,p.29) bas the following to say:

The oenterpiece of the
schools' progra~ for maintaining a
mellow behavioural atmosphere must
be positive, free and frequent
communication among all parties
involved. Students must have not
only meaningful opportunities to
express themselves, but they must
believe that they are heard.

If Black teache!"s aspire :'0 succeed in
. ,~ .
na:;C.llng

5.2.1.6

disciplinary proble~s they must do away with

antiquated attitude that youngsters ~ust be seen ant

not heard and that they nust do as they a~e ~clc

without ques:ioning. It will be very interesting -~

investiga te ':..he -extent of ;::"lp:"1s t :"nvcl yemen:.

cidactic s:"~ua~ion.

Do you have love affairs betwee~ teache~s anc p~~ils ~~
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In Gilbert's (1982,p.30J study more than 50% (N=1829J

or the pupils pe~ceived that there were love affairs

between teachers and pupils i~ African schools. In

this study 60% (N=520) of the pupils repor~ed that

there were love affairs between teachers and pupils and

only 40% reported the co~trary.

The issue of love affairs between teachers and pupils

may not sound new to mar.y Black educationists because a

number of marriages are alleged to tave ~aken place

between tea~h~r~ and their former pupils when it is not

known when the love affair could have started. In some

fe~ cases older male pupils are alleged to have get

marr:ed to their female teachers. Never~heless, in a

school situation where there are love affairs between

teachers anc pupils the proble~ of cis:ipli~e ar~ses

because it seens very unlik~ly tha: a teache~ ca~

pedagogically discipline his gi~l rriend.

.l.n :e~s of the findings s~udy, it does see:::

that this is a widespread prac~ice in 31ack se~Q~ja~v

schools. It:s also i~teresting :0 no:e tha~ :here are

already repo~ted strikes ir. 31ack secc~dary schools
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where love affairs between teachers and pupils have

been one of the grievances of the pupils. Boys,

especially are likely to be sensitive about this u....,~-.;r.... c-_.

Ilcompeti tion" and this· \-or'; 11 in nc dou:Jt, dent :he

cisciplinary machinery of the school.

This problem of love affa~rs between teachers and

pupils is further compounded by the narrow age gap

between teachers and pupils. In this study, for

instance, 60% of the teachers were between the ages 20

anc 29, and 27~c of tile jJt;~i... s wer'e oetween the ages ~19

and 26 years. Gilbert (1982,p.29) puts this point in a

very clear perspective when he contends that:

One of the possible sources of
conflict is the problem of small
age differentials between teachers
and pupils. wbereas in most
secondary schools there exists an
age gap, this is, not necessarily
the case in African SChools.

Wh':"le on the other hand ~here are a nu~ber o~

p~pils in Black schools. or: the othe~ the~~ a~~ 2

n~be~ ef teachers who c~~~le~e ~ teache; :~~i~~~g

course a very yo:..:.ng cO!Je ir:to
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teach at this age. Gilbert (1982, p. 30) is thus

correct to sUIT~arize the situation as follows:

Finally the~e is the questio~ of
love affairs between pupils and.
teachers. Once again because of
i~s~ances of low age differentials
it has been felt by some :hat this
may increase the likelihooc of
pupils and teachers falling in
love.

That love affairs between teache~s and pupils is one of

the sources of conflict in Black secondary schools, and

therefore a disciplinary problem, cannot be

overemphasized. It would seem as if teacher training

institutions will have to put mo~e emphasis on mo~al

t~aining, thus trying to come into g~ips with this type

of problem. Another possible way cf reducing this

problem is that principals of secondary schools shoulc

make a delibera~e effort to conscientise the new male

teachers about inherent dangers incurred w~en a teacher

falls in love with a school girl.
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5.3.1 . 1

Discipline-in the classroom

Students feel frustrated when they are punished and

this affects their learning

This category is illustrated by the following table:

Table 5.3.1. i: Whether corpor~l pu~~s~~ent leads ~~

frus:ration anc a:fects learning

Value Label Frequen::y ?ercen:a...s€

Strongly agree 2« 41I~.-
Agree 157 30

Not sure 12 3

Disagree 0'1 17,c

Strongly disag~ee 48 9

520 'lOO

From t~e table abo~e we note ~ha: 71% ef the

reported that they fe:t frust~ated w~en they we~e

Howev.er, stated the cc:::!""ary. Althoug~ :~e

word p~~is~~e~t is e~~rassive ~- ~2ture beca~se of t~e

c':'V€!"'sif'ica:ion ef for::s :5
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reasonable to suggest that corpo~al punishment ·has the

largest share in this case as it has already been found

that it is widely used in Black schools.

When we do not understand our sU8jects our teachers

punish us corporally

This category is illustrated in the following way:

Table 5.3.1.2: Punis~~ent of pupils for no:

ur.derstanding subjects.

Value Label Frequency Percentage

Strongly agree 82 16

Agree 78 15

Not sure 27 5

Disagree 197 38

Strongly disagree 136 26

520 100

When 31% of the pupils who repGr~ed ':.hey 2!"'E

punished when they do not unders~anc their subjects,

this gives an ~pression some pupils beco~e victins ef
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frustration when they are punished for no:

understanding their subjects. ?unishn;ent! however, r:lay

be administered in good faith in some cases, whereas

the teacher becomes unconsciously responsible for the

frustration of pupils (vide supra 3.1.1.3).

Although punishment for unde;standing school

subjects does not seem to be widely spread, in cases

where it happens it may create learning problems as the

majority of the pupils in this study feel that corporal

punishment does not in any way motivate them and it

creates a rule by fear in the classroo~ (vide infra

5.3.4.).

Corporal punishment does not in any way motivate us and

it creates a rule by fear in the classroom

Table 5.3.1.3 Whether corporal punis~~ent motivates

the pupils or creates a ~ule by fear

in the classroom

Value Label

Strongly ag!"'ee

Agree

Not sure

D:"sagree

S~rcngly cisagree

Frequency

243

131

30

37

52~

Per-centage

25

6

1~

~

I

1 ,.., ,....,
1',,",',-,
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72% of the pupils fel~ that corporal punis~~ent does

not in any way motivate them and it creates a rule by

fear in the classroom, whereas only 22% stated the

contrary. This implies that Black pupils at large dc

not regard corporal punish~ent as an extrinsic

motivator for them to learn, but, instead it creates

f'ear. The already reported wide use of corporal

5.3.1.4

punishment appears to be one of the inhibiting factors

in scholas~ic excellence of Black pupils, let alone

that it may not necessarily bring about order in the

classroom.

Our teachers cause us to be afraid to ask questions or

show different opinions ~han their's in the class

The table that follows explains this category.

Table 5.3.1.4: Whether teachers cause pupils to be

afraid to ask questions or show

different opinions than their's

Value Label

St!""0:1g1y agree

Not sure

Disagree

Strc~gly disagree

Frequency

78

10g

26

1 !""' "!
'-"

519

?ercen~age

15

39

1QC
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As the above table indicates 36% of the pupils statec

that their teachers cause them to be afraid to ask

questions or show different opinio:ls tha:i the:"'rs and

58% felt that this was not the case. \oTn.ilst apparently

in a number of schools authoritarianism may no: be the

order of the day, the findings of this study do suggest

that quite a number of teachers are still authori tarian

in their approach to didactic situations.

Personal friencsr.ip between teachers and pupils destroy

good 1""elations between them in class

The findings in this category are illus':,ia ted by t:,e

follOwing table:

Table 5.3.1.5: personal friencship between :.eache;-s

and Pupils

Value Label

Strongly agree

Agree

Not SU1"'e

Disagree

Strongly di.sag;oee

Frequency

125

40

i Lo.L

89

Percer.-:age

23

24

8

28

17
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From the table above 47% of the pupils agreed that

personal friendship between teachers and pupils

destroys good relations between them in class and ~5%~,

disag~eed. Whilst it is likely that a number of pupils

could have regarded "friendship" in its normal sense,

in this study, it is worth noting that in Gilber:'s

study (1982,p.30) 54% felt that perso~al friendshi~

between teachers and pupils des~roys good relations

between them in class and only ~3% felt that it does

not destroy good relations.

From these findings it ca~ be inferred that some pupils

[eel strong about this issue, although it does no:

appear to be a widespread view. ?ersonal ~riendship

between teachers and pupils is likEly to crea:e tension

between pupils and teachers not o~ly because it ~2Y

lead to favouritism in class but because boys, in

particular may resent t.he unfair 11 competi tion" (vide

supra 5.2.1.6) if male teache~s have person;;,l

friendship with fen~le pupils.
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Do your teachers talk to you afte~ class about proble~s

that may be bothering you?

43%·reported that their teachers dc talk to them after

class about their problems, whereas 57% reported the

contrary. While this may not be a problem in all

schools, it does seem that so~e pupils in a number of

schools may have serious academic and personal problems

which may not have an outlet if teachers do not

initiate a system of dialogue with their pupi~s outside

the cl.:assr'ocrn s~':.l'ati..o.,. Thos~ who said their teachers

do talk to them about their problems have stated

problems such as those related to the subject matter

(35%) and personal problems (11%). They also reported

5.3.1.7

about problems related to school fees, :ransport,

careers and behaviour.

Dc your teachers make classwork interesting?

72% s:ated that their ~eachers do oake c:assworK

interesting and only 27% sta~ec the contra~y.

seem :0 be qUite posi~ive abou~ :hei~ teachers in

?upi::-s

catego:--y. As the skills ef ~he teache~s i~~~cve, as a
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result of incentive p~ogra~~es and in-service training

this evaluation is likely. to improve. This appears to

5.3.1.8

be one of the positive aspects in Black·schools.

Is corporal punishmen~ administered to bo~h boys and

girls?

82% reported that corporal punishment is administered

to both boys and girls and only 18% stated the

contrary. Whilst it is possible that the administration

of corporal punishment to girls may result from factors

such as overcrowding, impatience of teachers and lacY.

of other means of discipline etc., it stands to reason

that there is a great deal of misconduct on the part of

teachers because this is contrary to the regula~ior.

that under no circ~stances should corporal punis~~ent

be applied to female pupils. It would be very

5.3.1.9

interesting to investigate under what circlli~stances is

this corporal punishment a~~inistered.

Rate from 1 to 6 the following forms of punisr~e~~

according to frequency of use in your class. One nost~y

ac~inistered should be rated 1, and the one leas~

a~inistered s~ou.lc be ra:ec
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The following t'able illustrates this category:

Table 5.3.1.9: Frequency in the US~-\o: some forms of

'''----... .. punishment in the ' \c ....as~room

Hank Order

/"

Forms of punishment 0 2 3 4 .~ 5 6, / //
/0 /

/ ,/

Heproach~;ning 42 16 6 5 "
28 20 10 4 3

:.xclusion from class 11 26 29 18 8 7

Withdrawal of privi
and reward 2 6 18 25 ~. 16~I

----- 4 4 7 21 25 30

Extra manua_ labour 6 8 9 22 26 10

i/ /f
N = 520

~-----~~-

the case was in when the above catego;ies

used

it as n~~ber o~e.

Widelyto be t.he

were

corporal

/~e~s of general school discipline,

unis~ye~t seemed

of pur~';~s·~,~:;'~her the first choice
,?,,/'.'

I
f and 35%----of the have rat.ed

/ ..--,'
I / --
L--~ C--?/.'"

~~~

,~,~":,--::,"::::__:~~~;~c_1

C
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Other fo~ms of punishment used that are mentioned by I
classroom'! (3%),

"kneeling'! (4%),

foot" (3l',) "teacher leaves ':.he

"sitting on an invisible chair" (2%) ,

"pinching and squeezing of ears"

(27%) • This latter response ~ells us nore a~out ~he

5.4

5.4.1

uneducative and unjustified use of power by teachers i~

some schools.

Teachers' and Principals' responses about discipline

General discipline in schools

I

r,,

5.4.1.; Do you experience any disruptio~

in your school?

learning activities

It needs to be pointed out that for purposes of this

stUdy the designation "teaCher", 'l.-:i11 be used to refe:--

to both teaChers and principals. 133 teachers and

principals actually responded ~c the· questionnaire.

13% of them felt that there was always disruption of

learning activi~ies in their schools. 34% felt t.ha':

this occasionally happened and 54% felt

seldom took place.

th:-s
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Whilst it is possible tha: certain schools do not

experience the disruptio~ of learning activities as

others, this seems to be a phenomenon that has become

part of Elack education in view of the fact that quite

a substantial nu~ber of teachers reported ~hat the

disrup:ion of learning ac:ivities does OCc~r. The

that 88% of the teachers repor~ed that it is cifficult

to control students these days (vide infra 5.4.1.6)

confirms this.

5.4.1.2 Please rank the following disciplinary problems

according to frequency in your school

This category is better illustrated in the following

table:
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Table 5.4.1.2: Frequency of some disciplinary problems

Rank O!"'der

Disciplinary problems 2 < 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1

~ate coming 53 16 9 7 3 3 4 3 4 0

Inattentive and
noisy classes 6 26 26 .~

9 5 3 3 5 2 0I~

Incomplete school
uniform 5 20 15 13 7 6 2 7 5 10 10

Cheating in tests
and exa.,PTlS 8 2 15 16 14 8 6 7 5 6 ~

~

Sr:Joking Q 9 10 Q 18 19 10 5 4 2 4, ,

Liquor abuse 2 2 5 7 8 10 20 14 14 14 ~
~

Drug abuse 3 , 2 2 5 6 10 22 14 13 20~

Playing t!"uant 6 7 8 15 15 17 8 8 6 6 4

Insubordination 2 2 0 13 ' . 8 16 11 7 7 <;, I

Bullying 0 3 2 5 5 15 12 11 15 2 11

Use of abusive 0 2 2 '5 6 6 12 10 12 15 25
language

N = 133

From the perception of the teachers, late ccr::ing (53%)

see~s to be the most frequen~ly occuring disciplinary

proble~ in Black schools. This way be pa~~ly confi~ec

by the fac~ that scme pu~~ls have alreacy indicatec
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that their teachers talk to them about transport

problems (vide supra 5.3.1.61

It is also interesting to note that 40% of the teache~s

(vide infra 5.4.2.4) say they use corpo~al punis~~ent

when the pupils make noise in c~ass, whereas a n~~ber

of teachers rate it as problem n~~ber two (26%1 and

three (26%). This does give an impression that the use

of corporal punishment in this instance is not of much

value. It would be interesting to investigate why

these pupils make noise.

Concerning smoking and drug abuse it is possible that

some teachers have confused the two when it comes to

dagga smoking because it tends to fall into both

categories. Nevertheless, from the above table these

two do not sea~ to be serious disciplinary Problems in

Black schools. In the case of smoking. Padayache

(1982,p.86) argues that "no smoking" rule has never

worked in schools. In her study in Indian schools she

found that the gene~al student body did not

s~oking as 2 type of devian: behaviour, although :he

school rules rega~d i~ as being so.
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In the case of drug abuse she quotes Morse as having

listed the following reasons fo~ the use of drugs among

juverliles:

a) for the sense of belonging and identification;

b) our adult culture is drug oriented;

c) our society values having fun;

d) job opportunities are scarce and there is a

booming market if a juvenile wants to take the

risk of selling drugs.

It is also worth noting that a high percentage of

teachers, in this study, have not regarded cheating in

tests and exams as a serious disciplinary p~oble~, whe~

~he issue of malpractice in exams in Black ecucati=n

has become 2 sociopedagogic problem. One would have

expected to have more teachers and principals

complaining about this. Cheating in tests and exa~s

includes behaviours such as using notes a::

exa~ination hall, copying a~swe~s fro~ anothe~ pu~il,

le~ting others copy a piece of hc~ework etc. 7he

likely ~eascn for chea~ing in ~es~s and exa=s is

for failu~e. ?adayache C1982,p.85) found ir. her s~udy
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that copying was more prevalent among deviant pupils

(94,81%) than among non - deviant pupils.

Other disciplinary problems rnentione2 by teache~5

the following: f1 a bsenteeism", Ilpoli tically rnotiva ':.ed

problems tl
, t'refusing to take punish.111ent", "love affairs

between teachers and pupils and among pupils

themselves".

Concerning the question of love affairs between

tLac'1e.'s anc pupils, it is possible that most teachers

could not mention this as a disciplinary problem

because they know that it could have reflectec upon

their professional integrity. On the other hand when

one takes into account that a high percentage of pupils

(60%) have felt strong about this issue, one does come

to the conclusion that there is a great deal of

misconduct in this case (vide supra 5.2.1.6).

:urthe~ore, the fact that some :eache~s havE indica:ed

that the refusal by the pu~~15 to take punis~~e~t ~s

one of the dis~iplinary prc~~e~s, does give some

indicatic~ about the wide use an: severity ef corporal

punis~ent i~ a:ack schools.
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been confirmed by teachers themselves when 63% of them

indicated that pupils do resist corporal punis~~ent in

class (vide infra 5.4.2.6).

Rate the following forms of punis~~ent according to

frequency of use in your school. One mostly

administered should be rated as 1 and the one least

administered should be rated as 5.

This category is illustrated by the following table:

Table 5.4.1. 3: Frequency of some forms of punishment

generally used at schools

Rank Order

Forms of ccrpo!"'al punishmer.":. 2 3 4 5

Reproach/warning 72 16 8 3

Corporal punist'...'TIen t 17 30 25 10 18

Extra manual la~our ~ 23 24 32 16

Exclusion fro::: clas.s 2 18 25 .j.,j 22

Withdra...:al of privileges
cane rewards 3 q 20 22 ,~,- "'e-

t; = 123
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As refl~c~ed on the above table a~d table 5.2~1.4. a

high percentage of both teachers and pupils regarc

reproach and warning as a ~idely used form of

punis~~ent.i-Whilst corporal pu~is~~ent (17%) comes

after reproach and warning as ~he case was with the

pupils 136%) (vide supra 5.2.1.4.), there :"5 .~

~..

interesting difference in the perceptions of two groups

concerning this category. This difference also sounds

contradictory to 5.2.1.1., where 60% of the pupils

indicated that there is a wide use of co;poral

punishment i:1 schcols. It is, of cCt..'."se, at t~1L :::.am.....

time true that there will always be different

perceptions between teachers and pupils on a n~~ber of

categories. In this case, however, it is possible that

some teachers could not have given high ratings to

corporal punis~ment when they know that there a~~

specific regulations governing the use of corporal

punisr.ment in Black schools (vide supra 4.2.1.). ' Other

forms of punis~~ent used that are mentioned by teache~s

include suspension and expulsion.

•

I
I

I,
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There is close co-operation iD this school between

parents and teachers in matters of school discipline

64% of the teachers reportee that :here was co-

operation between parents a~c teachers in matters of

school discipline, whereas 36% repor~ed the contrary.

It would seem that at quite a nQ~ber of schools there

is awareness of the fact that the involvement of

parents in the· education of their children is one of

the fundamental considerations in education.

It is also noted that in some schools (36%), this does

i,

not appear to be a practice. If parents are not

involved in disciplining their children schoo:',

5.".1.5

whatever behaViour change progr~~~e that is embarked

upon by teachers at school is likely not to be

effective (vide supra 3.1.1.1.).

In your opinion who Should be res~onsible for the

administratio~ of corporal punish~en:?

32% believe that the teacher alc~e s~o~lc a~min~s~e~

co~po~al punis~~e~~! 9% believe :ha: ~: s~o~ld be :he
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teacher' in the presence of a principal or another

teacher.

If 32% feel :hat the teacher alone should be

responsible for the administration of corporal

punis~~ent, this tells us mere abou: the d~screpancy

be:':ween v.:ha. t the r-egula ti~r; says and ~fh2 t teachers

actually do in a practical situation. Tr.is actually

does give some credibility to the response by pupils

(53%) that When corporal punis~~ent is administered to

the~ it happens in the absence of another teacher or

principal (vide supra 5.2.1.3.).

5.4.1.6 It is becoming increasingly difficult

students ~hese days:

control

7he perception of teachers of this category is

illustrated by the following table:

Table 5.4.i .6: Student contre:

Frequency

S:.rongly agree

Agree

Not sur-e

?erce!ltage

46

42

2

N

10

2

= 132

8

2

100
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As the above table shows 88% of the teachers agree that

it is difficult to control students these d2YS. 46% of

these have strongly agreed and 42% ~ave agreed.

surprising that a large n~~ber of teachers co~plai~

In

no:

view of the present crisis in Black edu::aticn ~... ~ c:::.
-"" --

I
j
:;

1
~

about a p~o~lem of controlling pupils.

schools from which the data
I

gathered have not been seriously affec:ed by che

present tu~rnQil in Black schools. It see~s as i[ the

decisive fac~ors on the questio~ of difficulty :n

controlling studen~s. Gilbert (1982,p.39) is probably~

correct to cc~tend that:

from discussiOrlS , • ..; "-lo-,... .-. ..... staff
members
behaviour
is often
whether or

it appears that the
of the school principal
a critical factor in
not unrest will occur.

5.4.1.7. In view of disciplinary problems in schools these days

p~ofessionally :rained people e.g. social wO~Ke~St e~c.

to handle these proble~s are urgen~ly needed

ThE fcllo~ing table shows responses to ~his categ8ry:
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Table 5"04.1.7: The need for professionally trai~ed

people to handle disciplinary proble~~

in schools.

Frequency Percentage

Strongly agree 62 47

Agree 43 32

Not sure 12 c,

Disagree i3 8

Strongly disagree 3 4

N = 133 100

In view of the apparent difficulty in controlling

students these days (vide supra 5.4.1.6.) it appears

that teachers are in desperate readiness to receive

help from other professionally trained people who are

not necessarily in the teaching profession.

could be school councillors, soc~al workers~ etc.

':'hese

Concerning the school councillor Shertzer anc Stone

(1976,p.14 ) argue that:
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A widely held view which this
text support is that the councillor
must be involved in the
disciplinary process. The
involvement is of a particular
kind~ however, i.e. as counselor to
the student who has misbehaved, the
counselor has the responsibility of
helping students explore, sort out,
understand and correct the
motivatioDS underlying misben2viour

5.4.1.8. Who of the following people or bocies are responsible

for the expulsion of pupils at your school?

21% feel that the principp.l and governing counci~

should be responsible for the expulsion of pupils, 11%

feel that the principal alone and 67% feel that th~

principal and the school committee should expel pupils

. from school. It would seem that the present regulation

regarding the suspension and expulsion of pupils (vide

supra 2.6.) from school is compatible with the reality

in schools.

J,

I
'(,

- !, .. C
:) ..... I • -' In you~ op~nion, who of the following bodies or

should expel pupils from school?

12% stated that the principal anc the Gover:--~ing

Council, 11% ~he prin~ipal alc~e an= 75% ~~e principal
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and the school committee should be responsible for the

compatible with ~he teache~s' expe~taticns at large
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J

1
I

j

also

It seems as if the

referred to above (5.~.1.8.) is

expulsion of pupils from school.

regulation

5.4.1.10 Are pupils involved in decisions o~ Cisc~plinary action .1

at your school?

35% reported that pupils are involved in disciplinary

action in schools, whereas 65% gave a contrary report.

This more or less tallies ~ith ~he category 5.2.1.5.

Whatever the reason for this prcble~ rr.ay be, principals

of schools need to seriously and urgently attend to

this prcble~, it seecs.

5.~.1.11 Is corporal ?unis~~ent administe~ed to both boys anc

girls at your school?

82% of the teachers agree that corporal punis~~ent is

ad..~inister'ec to both boys and girls, whereas 18%

disag~ee~ W.... - .. is int.eres:i!'lg here is :h2t :.h:"s...c ....

respc:'1se tallies with the one by the ouoils {vide supra
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5.3.1.8) . l~ would be inte:es~~ng to know whethe:

corporal punishment to female pupils. If a~ all they

;easons they can furnish for break~ng this regulation.

teachers are aware of the regulation against the use of

Discipline in ~he classroom

I
i

I
\'
1
I
"

I
!

wha~knowi~ would also be interesting toaware

5.4.2

5.4.2.1 It is impossible to give individu~l attention :0 pupils

during a class period:

Te,c~e-s' res~onses en this category are illustrated as

follows:

Table 5.4.2.1

Value Label Frequency Percentage

Strongly agree 64 48

Agree 43 32

Not sure 3 3

Agree 15 11

Strongly disagree 8 6

N = p- 10C%~,j
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According ~o the· above table 80% of the teachers fe::

that it was impossible to give individual attention in

the classroom.

agreed.

Of these 48% strongly agreed and 32%

Generally, educationists and didacticiaDs

particular, agree that :'he principle of

individualization is based on the fact that each and

classroom situation should be so organised that

every child is a unique person, and therefore the

caters for indi'i~ducl d~ffere~c~s. Tt~is, however, can

hardly be realized in Black schools as the majority of

the teachers (80%) feel that it is impossible to give

individual·attention to the pupils in the classroom.

there could be other reasons for the

impossibility to give individual attention to pupils,

the most possible reason seems tc ue the unproportional

teacher-pupil ratio. The ques~ion of teacher-pupil

ratio is not as simply as merely d~viding the to~~l

enrol~ent with the nlli~ber of teashers in a sec:o~ ~~

educatic:; for a te~ritory O~ nation (v:'de

3.1.1.3.). The concrete classroo~ situa:ic~

present a d~ffere~t picture. =C~ ::'ns:ance.,

f
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figures for Kwa-Zulu secondary schools put the teacher-

pupil ratio "at 1:36. However, the situation in schools

visited by the researcher for this study, presents a

different picture. The total enrolment for these

schools in the fi:-'st half of 1986 stood at 8160 vdth

i70 tea:he~s. These figures give 2 teacher-pupil ratio

ef 1: 48. A situation like this is bound to affect the

teacher's erfectiveness, and therefore discipline.
1,

Cln teacher-pupil ratio, Mc.lherbe 81977,p.225)

Sli..'11!Ilarizes the clas~r-.:>om si tuat:'or. f"ar:ing t::Je Bla--.y

teacher when he says:

... ~ Bantu (sic) teacher cn
average has to cope with"twice
many pupils as a Colou~ed, or
Asian teacher and th!"'ee times as
\,hi te teacher.

The follOWing table shows the teacher-pupil ra~ios fo'!'"

•

differe~t grou?s betwee~ 1971 and 1982. The figu!"'es

the f:i.g'J.;>es fc~ 1952 exclude :.h-= C::"skei 25 wel2..

·f
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:'abl e 5.4.2. ~ • 1 : Teacher-pupil r'atic~ in South Africa, ,

selected years:

~....

Coloured Incian 'v-,thite
,

Year African

lC~" 58 .,. 27 20
• I , ~I

I ,

1976 52 30 27 20 I'

1977 50 29 27 20 I
1978 49 1 29 27 20

1980 47 29 25 19

1982 39 1 27 24 18

1983 43 27 24 18

Sou~ce: S.A.I.R.R. Surveys

If one were to look at the s:~uatic~ i~ Kwa-Zul~

schools in general as co~parec ~o o~he~ homelands, one

is likely to come to the conclusio~ that the proble~ of

individualization in Kwa-Zulu is More sericus. The

following table illustrates this.
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Ta~le 5.4.2.1.2' Teacher-pupil

Bophuthatswana

Kwa-Zulu

1981:

45,7

49,7

49,2

ratios in homelands

Source: S.A.I.R.R. Surveys

To reduce the teacher-pupil ratio
from the present 1: 48 to 1 , 30,
the number of teachers will have to
illcrease from 95 501 in 1980 to 239
943 in the year 2000.

Source: De Lange Report 1981

5.4.2.2 The curricul~~ i.e. subjects, does contribute to

pupils' discip+inary problems in my school:

This category is illustrated by the following table:

,



Frequency Percentage

Strongly agree -, 16",
Agree 44 33

Not sure 32 24

Disagree 26 20

Strongly disagree 10 9

Table 5.4.2.2:
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The curricul~~

problems:

and disciplinary

I
I
i
f
I ,
!,
I
I

:1

i

,
I,

N : 133 100

From the above table, it is appare~: that the majori~y

(49%) of the teache~s perceive ~he present school

, ,
1 '
t

curriculum as related to disciplinary problems.

However, quite a substantial nunber of teachers (29%)

do not perceive this and (24%) is :let sure whet-her t.:Je

curriculurr. is rela~ec to cisciplinary pro~lerns in Ela~k

schools.

~~c~abe (1985,~. 157) fou~d that:
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the majority of teachers and
principais (61,5% and 66,7%
respectively) in the survey about
the curriculum felt that the pupils
viewed their curricul~~ as
irrelevant.

3ea~ing in mind Mncwcbe's findings it is also thought

p~ovoking that according to Gilbert's study:

t~enty one per cent of the
responses referred directly to the
nature of education: that the
education is _only for 'Bantus' (18%
of the total n~~ber of
respo~1detJts); tl:at :.~€ cho:...c€ c,f
SUbjects was not related to careers
(10%); that one cannot find work
after leaVing school despite haVing
some qualifications (5%) and that
examination results are always
late (Gilbert,1982,p.25).

Lawton et.al. (1978,p._) have described one method of

comprehensive curriculum planlJing based on the ide~

that schools be concerned with p~eparing the young fo~

:he wo~ld as i~ will be when :hey leave schoo~, i.e.

preparing them to cope with the ki~d of si~uatio~ they

will encounter as adults. U~less t~e proble~ of ~he

curriculu~ is urgently at~e~dec :0, the p~oble~s ~~a:

have already plagued Black ecu=2~ion are likely ~8
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Corporal punis~~entassis:sthe pupils in their learning

attributed to this lack of facilities (2%), curricul~~

The following table shows the perception of teachers on

taveproblemsdisciplinarytocontributedoes
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differentiation (5%) and teacher quality (2%).

at my school:

Those who agree or strongly agree that the curriculum

5.4.2.3

this oategory:

Table 5.4.2.3: Whether corporal punishment does assist

pupils in their learning:

Strongly agree

Agree

Not sure

Disagree

Strongly cisagree

N

Frequency Percentage

18 14

60 45

'h 11Iv

33 25

6 5

= 133 100
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As the above table reflec ts, ..... OOf agree that corpor'c.l~ __ je

,
pur::ishme:lt assists pupils in their learning, whereas !

-:l. !"",O' do not ag,.,ee . Only 12% is no:. sure that corporal.... ;,.i It

~unisr~ent assist pupils in their learning.

Fro~ this table it can be safely in[errec that the wide

use of corporal punis~~ent by teachers (vide supra

,5.2.1.1.) could be attributed, inter alia~ to the fact,

:hat teachers believe that corporal punishment actually

assists pupils in their learning school. This

apparent belief by teachers seems to be contrary to the

expectations of the pupils and therefore counter

productive as the majority of the pupils (71%) reported

~hat they felt frustrated whe~ they were punished and

this affected their learning. (vide supra 5.3.1.1.).

This p~obably, concerns a deep-seated tradition with

especially older teachers, that lea~ning is facilitated

by punish."'i1en t. If this is really the case teacher

~raining colleges and universities shoulc purposefully

training progra~es.

propagate more e~lightened ideas in :heir teache~
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In which of :he following forms of disciplinary

problems do you use corporal pu~ishment in your class?

(You can write more than one):

56% of the respondents reported that they used corporal

punishment when the pupils fail to do school work and

40% used it when the pupils make noise in class.

Whe~ teachers (56%) say that they punish pupils

corporally for failure to do school work, one wonders

wnether the reason ~s not, aTlongst other things, lack

of authority over the subject rna:ter. This becomes a

matter of concern when one looks teachers'

qualificatio~s according ~o this survey.

Qualification

B.Ed/Hons

Degree

Matr'ic

Percen:.age

5%

23%

72%

7 r 72% 0: teache~s a: the seco~~ary SChools vis:tec

have Ma~ric, it is possible that the cajority of Black

teachers are still nc: equal tc :heir tasks.
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... has already been indicated ~h2:, apparently, the use

of 2. s~ick when pupils make noise does not see~ tc ~=

0: much value (vide supra 5.~.: .2). Concerning nc~se

5.1.; .2.5

in ~he classroom Farrant has the follo~ing to say:

This is no~ necessarly a bad
thing. A certain amou~t of noise
is bound to be associated with some
activities and a good laugh is
be~eficial to everyone frc~ time to
~ime. It is only bad when the
noise becomes distracting and
reduces efficiency. (Farrant,
1967, p. 248).

Rate the follOWing forms of pu~is~~ent according to

should

frequency

aCr:":inistered

of use in your

be rat.ed

class.

0: and the

O:1e

onE

mcstl.y

leas:

j
!

a~~inistered should be rated as 6:

The following table illustrates this category.

,.
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Table 5.4.2.5: r;equency of SQ:ne- fO~rls of punisD.."De:1':.

in class:

Rank OrdEr

Fo~ms of punishment ~ 3 4 5 6"-

Reproach/Warning 77 13 4 4

Corporal Punishrnen t 13 34 lL; 18 9 13

Exclusion r ..... ,..., ..... class 2 22 27 19 19 10.. '-' ..,.

Hithdrawal of

priviledges & rewards 5 12 19· 30 22 12 ,
Detention after school 2 4 17 12 24 41

Extra manual labour 5 19 17 25 23

N = 133

Other for~s of punisr~ent used in class as statec by

teachers include "giving more work", tlkneeling tl
, 2:1C

"direct eye contact".

When one looks a~ the abOVE ~able the p~i~t that see~s

to be inte~esting is that there is. ~o: ~uch tifference

betwee:1 the perceptions ef sane fO:--IT1S .; >""

class versus ~he general si:~a:ic~ ~~ s=hocl (vide

5UP:--2 5.4. 1 .3 ) .
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Do pupils sometimes resist corporal punis~~ent in

class?

63% of the teachers agree that pupils do resist

corporal punishment ,.

report.

whereas 37% gave a contrary

This gives an impression that the severity of corporal

punis~~ent has led to a SitU2tio~ in some schools where

the pupils have decided to challenge the authority of

teachers by refusing to take punishment. It would seem

as if some teachers in Black schools still have got to

learn how to arouse respect for authority wi:nQu:

developing in the pupils conter::p: fer it. .In any case!

the reported severity of corporal pu~is~~ent, in terr::s

of the findings of this study, is likely to Ieae to

this type of situation.

5.5 Furthe~ analysis of the resul~s by using a Chi-S~uar€

2
Test (X )

Although this study is not cor::~arative in nature.

this section the pupils' respo~ses ...... :.11 be
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order to find out whether there is any significant

difference between the urban and rural pupils.

2
The X test is usually used when the research consists

of frequencies in discrete categories. In this
2

research a X test has been applied in some of the

data to determine the significance of differences

between two independent groups, i.e. urban and rural

pupils.

1ne hypothesis under test which has been fornulatec as

null-hypothesis is that there are no sigr.ifican:

differences with respect of so~e characteristics

between urban and rural pupils, ant therefore ~i~~

respect to the relative freque~~y ~ith which the g~oup

members into several categories. To :es: this

hypothesis a numbe~ of cases fro~ each grou~ were

counted which fall into various catego;ies anc th~

proportion of cases fram one g~0~~ ~as cc~parec ~"~~

~ro~o;~ior. of cases fro~ anc~he~

rhe level of significa~se c~cse~ ~as C.05 fc~ N:520.

The degrees cf freecc~ (ef) c~f:e~e~ ~ecause of u~eq~al
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number of rows (r) in different statistical tables and

therefore the region rejection of thf:; Dull-

hypothesis dependend on the degrees of freedo~ of each

statistical table. The number of columns was equal in

all tables. If the calculated value of the Chi-Square
:::

(X was greater than the tabled valuE, the null-

hypothesis was rejected and the conclusion drawn that

there are marked differences in the responses of urban

and rural pupils to the questionnaire it'ems and the

differences are significant at the level 0.05_ In

other words, if this research were to be repeated 100

l''''''''~'''.... ,.J _.

consideration, there would be 95 out of 100 cases be

some differences in the· responses ef the two groups tc

the questionnaire item.

The follow~ng table illustrates the situation w~th

respect to the responses o~ ur8a~ and rural pupils ~~

th':s resea:-och:
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Fu~ther analysis of the results by

using a Chi-Square Test (t<)

General discipline in schools

2 Significar.':
Question X df ?r-obability difference ->cc

least 0.05

6. 40.07 4 0.001 Significant

7. 7.414 4 0.1156 Not significan:

8. 40.562 4 0.0001 Significan':

9.1 9.195 4 0.0564 No~ sig~ificant

9.2 7.181 4 0.0266 Not significan~

9.3 6.217 4 0.1836 Not significant

9.4 16.448 4 0.0025 Significant

9.5 20.583 4 0.0004 Significan:

11- 0.391 1 0.0516 Not significant

12. 1.059 0.3034 Not sign:2..ficant

Discipline in the classroom

,., 3.652 4 0.459; Not significa:1t,~.

14. 5.627 4 0.2251 Not signi:icant

15. 36.842 4 0.0001 Significan:
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In the discussion that follows, only those instances

where the~e has been significant diffe~ences in the

responses of urban and ~ural pupils, as reflected on the

above table, will be looked into.

Use ef corporal punisr~ent in urban and rural schools.

(Question 6 - At our school there is a wide use of

corpo~al punishment)

The table that follows illustrates this ca~egory
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Table 5.5.1 : The use of corporal punishment in urban

and rural schools:

Location Positive Negative

Urbari 54 (45%) 67 (55%) = 12 ",

Rural 258 (65%) ",41 (35%) = 399

312 208 = ~20

X = 40.07 df = 4 P = 0.001

It i,,,; 1.0t surp:"'ising that corporal punishtnent in ru~al

schools is more oftenly used than in urban schools. It

seems as if teachers in these schools (rur~l ones)

still believe strongly in the cictu.71, "spare the rod

and spoil the child". As it has already been

this is not compatible with the expectations of

secondary school pupils anc therefore not conducive to

effective learning. Another passible reason for ~he

apparent wide use of corporal punis~~ent in rural

schools could be that teachers dc no: receive as w~ct:

resistance possibly is :~e caSe is wi~h ur~2~

pupils. The possibility of cverusing 2 stick, is thus

ineVitable under such circ~s~2n~es.
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The Administration of corporal punishment in urban and

rural schools. (Question 8 ·when corporal

punishment is a~~inistered to us at our school, this

happens in the presence of another teacher or

principal)

The perception of urban and rural pupils on this

category is illustrated by the following table:

Table ,.,.2: The adr::inistration of corporal

punishment in urban and rural schools:

Location Positive Negative

Urban 27 (22%) 94 (76%) = 12 i

Ru:-al 179 ( 45%) 220 (55%) = 399

206

x = 40.562 ef : 4 p = 0.0001

The significant difference between the respo~ses c:

urban a~d t.ells us
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punish~ent shc~ld be admi~is~ered in p;ivate by the

prin:ipal er an assistant teacher in the presence of a

prin:.ipal tI is violated in ru:"al schools if one were to

compare the rural schools wi~h the situatio~ in u;ban

schools as the above table illustrates.

The incidence of exclusion 0: pupils from class

urban anc rural schools (Quest.ion 9.4 - Ra te from i-I",

5 the following forms of punishme~t according to

frequency of use a t your school)

The table that follOWS illus~rates the situation with

refe~ence to this category:

Table 5.5.3: The incidence of exclusion from class

in urban and rural SChools:

to orms ef punisr...."TIent

. .

.:...oca~~orJ.

Reproach
\>Jarning

Corporal
puni.sh
ment

Ex:ra-manu2.1
Labour

Exclusion
from
class

Withcra....·al
of privile

es & re·...;arc.s

U~ban 11 (9%) 28 (24%) 26 (22%) 22 (18%) 32 (27% i =, 19

Mural 43 (11%) 87 (22%) 1! 9 (30~U 99 (25%) 49(12%):397

vr.

iL,;:::, .~

::: L..

,c;

= ,.., 1""1-.--",.u-.;c.:;
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As the above table illustrates there is a significant

It is practised morE in rural schools than in urban

schools according to the above table.· It would be very

difference in the application of "exclusi0l'\.:-from class"
..,..

as a punitive measure between urban and rural schools.

case,to find out why this is the

particularly~ in rural areas.

interesting

5.5.4 The incidence of wi thdrawal of privileges and rewards in

urban and rural schools. (Question sa~e as in 5.3.3

except that the question n~~ber is 9.5).

Table 5.5.3: The incidence of wi thdra\-;2l

priVileges and rewards in urbar. a~t

rural SChools:

Lo::a~~on Reproach
Warning

Corporal
Punish
ment

Ext.ra-manual
Labour frorr. c~ privi-

class leges &
roe'warcs

•

UY"'ban

Rural

3 (3%)

10 (2%)

7 (6%)

37 (9%)

30 (25%)

38 (7%)

25 (21%) 53 (45% ) =
. .~

iC

~:;; (24~U 22C ( 58%) .."", -=

13 66 i i 7
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Although one would have expected to have withdrawal of

privileges and rewards, as a form of punishment, being

more practised in urban schools tha~ in rural schoc:s,

i
I
I

!
)
r

:-n view ef the reported wide use of corpor'2.1

punishment, particularly, in rura: schools as comparec

to urban schools the above table depicts the contrary

situation.

Whe the~ corporal punishment moti va tes the pupils 0;>

whethe~ it creates a rule by fear in the classroo~.

(Question 15 - Corporal pu~is~~en~ does in any w~y

motivate us and it creates a rule by fear in the

classroom) .

The table that follows illustrates this

Table 5.5.5: The perception of the role of corporal

punis~ent in the ~lassroom by urba~

and rural pupi~s: ;.

Location Positive Negative

Ur~an

Bur.::.l

i i i

263

(92%)

(66%)

10 U3%) =

'135(34%) =

121

X :: 36.8L.2

146

:::= = 4

= 52;]

~ : o. GC: ~

I
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It is clear from the above tablE ~hat urban pupils cc

not favour corporal punishment in class if one corr.;;a~es

them with rural pupils. This is actually not surprising

because corporal punishment has been lis~ed jy pupils,

in a nlli~ber of occasions, as one of their grievances,

and this has been the case mostly in urban schools.

Whether teachers cause pupils to be afraid to ask

questions or show different opinio~s than their's.

(Question 16 - Our teachers cause us to be -afraid to

ask questions or show different opinions than their's in

class)

This category is illustratec by the following table:

I
I

t-
I
ti
t
1

i
f

I
-1

Table 5.5.6: Whether teachers cause pupils to be

afraid to ask questions or shol.o.'

cifferent opinions than their's

perceived by urban and rural pupils:

Location Positive Negat.ive

Urban -~ (47%) 6I. (53%) .-.:0, = I::::: i

R" ......... ' 138 (33%1 2'» (67%1 = -::::oc:' ..... c.... o~ ...." .....

187 332

------------.~

x ~: = L ? = C.OOO=
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is surprising that u;ban p~pils feel strong about

ttis issue whereas one would have ex~ected this to be a

general feeling for rural pupils. This gives the

researcher an imp~ession that rural pupils at large are

more subnissive if they are compared ~ith urban pupils,

if one were to take this category as related to the

apparent authoritarian type of a

in rural schools.

didactic approach

Whether' co!"'poral pL:.nis!"l!r.'er~t i3 30:11:'"1:'StCT.)C t:J brth

boys and girls. (Question 21 - Is corporal punis~~ent

administered to both bOys and girls in your school?)

This catego~y is illustrated by the following table:

Table 5.5.7: Whether corporal

aCffiinistered to bo~h boys an= gi~ls as

perceived by urban and rural pupils:

i...oca:.ion Yes Ne

U:"'ban 91 (75%) 30 (25%) = 121

;:;",..,- 1 335 ( 8L:~6) 62 ( 16%) = '7 ...... '"........ c- ... ....J'::'

426 ~- N ~ E~~ = ~

X = 34~ .... : = : - 0222J
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CHAPTER 6

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction

Discipline is not a new phenomenon in education, it ~s

as old as formal schooling itsel~. That is why it is

out of question to speak about an educational

philosophy that is against disciplining pupils. At the

same time the type of discipline that does not le~G ~o

pupils eventually being self-disciplined is also

counter-productive and valueless.

Discipline therefore, hinges er. whether the school is

able to produce self-directing i~dividuals. Develo~ing

self-discipline in children means helping the~ ~c

become responsible individuals whe know how to act and

and how not to act and to care for thenselves anc

ot.hers. ?urtrengler and Ko~ne~t (1982 , p. L,3),

therefore, rightly point out:

if the ultimate aim ef Ciscipline
is h~~anistic to procu~e young
adults who will act app~cp~iately

v;:. th a of ex:e:--nal
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in a variety of
- then lear~ing ~o

oDe's individual needs
inconveniencing and
others is ex~remeiy

6.2 General conclusions

The role of a teacher in the maintenance of good

discipline has been stressed right through this s~udy.

That the relationship between the teacher and the

~f cardinal importance can no longe; be

overemphasized.

With regards to the situation in KwaZulu secondary

schools it bec~~e clear that there is a serious problem

in the area of discipline. Through literature study it

also came out clearly that discipline or lack of , .••
cannot be attributed to a single factor. That is why

an a~~ission was made (vide su~ra 1.6) that this study

is l~ited by scope and co~tent because

militating against effec~ive 2nc educat:ve disc:pline

may be factors ~hat f~ll o~:side :he ca~pEte~ce ~f :h6

school.
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It is also worth noting that it seems (according to

this study) that there is a Kide use of corporal

punishment by teachers, and that pupils are totally

against this. It is also interes~ing to learn that the

majority of the pupils (72%) (vide supra 5.3.1.7)

believe that their teachers make classwork interesting.

Other areas that are of. critical importance when one

considers the question of discipline are that of pupil'S

involvement in school affairs and that of love affairs

between teachers and puoils.

Concerning involvement in school affair~ it wo~ld seeE

that the pupils are not being given a chance to express

their views about their education. This may seerr:

rather over-democratic for a conservative teacher

the truth is that nowadays adolescents want to

participate ir. matters affecting the~ and Black

education is likely to be disr~pted if they are ~ot

consulted, where necessary. ine~r zeal to partic~?a~e

their education ca~ be de~ectec the

fa~8US Student Representative Cc~ncils that they ~eec,

because they feel that ~hey a~e wo~e de~ocratica::y

elec~ec than in the traciticnal ~refect systec.
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As I have already pointed ou; ~he question of love

affairs- between teachers and pupils is not a new ~hing

in Black education, although it has always been kept

secret. In this study it alse ca~e out that this is

widely practisec. However, an interesting point here

is that today's adolescents seem to be vehemently

opposed to any form of unfairness and discriminatory

t.reatment.

challenge a

Such fairness imbued pupils are likely

love affair between the teacher and the

pupil. Once this t..ake~, pla...::e 1:: c.:. schcol, c.i~c~~l.J..lja:

degenerates into chaos.

6.3 Reccw~endations

It has already been indicated that the pro::le:n 0:-

discipline cannot be exhaustec in a study like tr~is

one. However, this study has attempted to thro," some

light to some of the problems concerning discipline in

Black schools. In view of the :indings this s~udy

the following reco~endations a~e made:
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Necessity tc improve the quality of discipline in Black

schools

Any pedagogical-didactical encounter between :.he

educater and the educand is futile where there is poor

discipline. All disciplinary actions embarked upon by

teachers must be purposive in order to be pedagogically

and didactically defensible. In a didactic situatio~

the in~ediate aim of any disciplinary actions is to

promote learning; certainly not to serve as a

vindictive or repressive measure. On long

term basis,disciplinary actions aim at putting back the

defaulter on his pedagogical tracks and thereby

facilitate responsible adulthood.

On the other hand the use of crude measures of

punisi'~'!lent is an implicit admission of failure,

especially by the teacher who lacks self-assurance, to

help correct the pupil in a hu~ane wanner.

authori taria:J form of discipline is equally not uc::~f',"

and it is counter p~oduct:ve because t~e slightest slip

by teachers is exploited tc e~upt in retribu~ian.

wnen such happe~s, i~stead ef :l~ing the pupils fc~

cisor'de~ly be~aviou:,~ - :'s
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necessary to locate the possible cause, because the

cause may be in this direction i.e. authoritarianism by

teachers.

It is, therefore, recon~endec that Black teachers have

got to improve the quality of discipline by doing away

with either too l~ient type of discipline er an

a~:horitarian form of discipline. Instead ~eachers

should adopt a more democratic way of haDdling

di~ciplinary cases and de away with a subordinate-

superordinate relationship with pupils. Concerning

school discipline Furtrengler and Konnert (1982, p. 381

have commented:

Historically the aim of school
discipline was to control the
behaviour of students through the
use of force. ,In recent decades,
this aim, both in the imposition of
restraints on individual students
and in the use of force as a means
of perpetuating the inte~est of
society, has been changed somewhat
by the concep~ ef self-direction.

This implies that teache~s s~ould adopt a huma~is~ic

2~prcach to discipline. I~ ~his case a huca~is:ic

approach to discipline mea~s self-direc~ion ~- ~u~ils
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as an· overriding educational goal. In a classroom

setting democra:ic processes are adopted. This im~lies

that co-operation and inner direction should be

consciously taught by the way i~ which pupils initially

sub~it themselves to au~hority.

6.3.2 Necessity for the preventio~ of the

professional and moral conduct of teachers

degenerating

It has been indicated, in this study, by both teachers

and pupils that love affairs between teachers and

pupils are quite co~~on in Black secondary schools.

D~~iny (1973, p. 136) states that there is no point in

eXhorting pupils to be mo~ally upright and self

respecting when some teachers are known to be running

affairs with school girls.

Black teachers, because of this problem, seem to be

trapped within a wall that is bound to crumble any

time because love affairs between teachers and pU~i15

in the school are likely to be an irritant around which

sone unrestS ce~~re or it could eve~ precipit~te the~.

o~ the othe~ hand the school cu~hc~i~ies a~e·appa~e~:~y

afflic:ed a ~aralysi5 0: inaction agains:
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kind. of misconduct by teachers. One reason for this

might be that such things, ~lthough they may be aware

of, often do not reach them in a formal way. As a

consequence, the authorities are incapacitated and

therefore

assistance.

helpless, for they cannot p!"'ovide any

Although this was not the focal point of this study, ~t

is possible that some teachers come to school being

under the influence of liquor. Teachers in this

condition li~ely to ~ak~ ~ nui.s:n:ce

by engaging in irresponsible acts which decidedly, dent

the disciplinary machinery of the school.

When the abovementioned things happen in the sChool,

6.3.3

the pupils are likely to take the law into their hands

in an attempt to remedy this unpedagogical situatic~

devoid of professional and moral fibre.

Necessity for positive participatio~ of the pU~ils in

:'heir educa:io::.

It has been argued. that the ""''''J:e::o'''''''l"""- -~'- ......
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altnough their energies may so~etimes be misdirec:ed

(vide supra 5.2.1.5). Since educatio~ has got to de

with the leading of the not yet mature to maturity, the

role of an adult pe~son to properly channel and give

direction to the pupils cannot be overem~hasized.

In a school where the pupils are not involved in school

affairs apathy is likely to result. In this case the

school is likely to be viewed by the pupils as a

necessary evil that must be endured but in which they

are not bound to take an active rcle. This irnpl~~s

that the pupils have ceased to view themselves as a

vital part of the activity within the school setting

and come to function as spectators ~ather than

participants in the social interaction of the school.

Denying secondary school .pupils participation in school

affairs may therefore, perpetuate the adverse attitude

towards the school. Participatio~ of pupils in school

affairs~ on the other ha~d, may encourage a good

relatio~Ship between teachers and pu~~ls and there~y

solve prable~s, frustratic~ anc fric:io~ with~ut undue

It is ~or the sake of deve:c~~en: and a~levia:ia~
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the problew of discipline that ~eache~s have definitely

to do away With ~he old fashio~ed att~~ude that pupils

must do what they are told witho~t questions. This is

counter-productive and contrary to the nature of

secondary school pupils and it blunts their desire to

help in the uplift~ent of their co~~unities. In order

6.3.4

to promote progress in Black education, secondary

school pupils need self-discipline and this can be

partly achieved if they are involved in their school

affairs.

Necessity fo~ a team approach to the problem of

discipline in Black schools

The majority (87%) of Black teachers, in this s;;udy,

felt that it is cifficult to co~trol s:udents these

days {vide supra 5.4.1.6). 79% of the teachers has

also agreed that there'is a need for professionally

trained people to handle disciplinary proble~s in

schools (vide su~~a 5.L.1.7). I~ vie~ of the above

finding~ it see~s inevitable ~ha~ c~he~ prcfessio~~l:y

~~ained peo~le like schocl cou~cillc~s a~c s8c~c:

workers, have gat to be ~ade use of ~~ c~der

schools.
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It is, therefore, reco~~ended that each and every

regional office should have a social worker, a school

councillor and a teacher psychologist, in order to deal

with the problem of disci~line as a team. In this ","ay

6.3.5

some pupil behaviour that can be regarded as deviant is

likely to be identified early and corrected. This can

be complemented by a system of guardian teachers.

Necessity for guardian teachers

The duty of a teacher is much more complex than the

mere transmission ef knowledge to the pupils. The

teacher is also an educator ~ho has to gUide ant

assist the pupil OD his way tc adulthood.

The syste~ o~ guarcian teache~s can be very use~ul i~

the alleviation of some disci~linary problems. This

can be done by assig~ing ~ g~ou~ of to

par~icular ~eache~ (no~ necess2;~:Y his class). A: the

ent, eac~ and eve~y teache~ sh8uld have a grou; c:

.......... -i"!e
r' ...~ ........... under his ca~e sa 2S ~o :ake C2:--€

............ h'e> e.i-"" ............. _ - as incividuals.

In this s~ucy i: C2.~e cut ~lea~:y that so~e :ea~~e:--s
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problems that may be troubling them. It is alse

interesting to note that those p~pils who repartee that

their teachers do talk to therr. about their problems

(43%), highlighted problems such as "subject matter"

(35%), "personal problems" as well as "career anc

behaviour" -oriented problems. This gives an impressio~

that a substantial number of pupils, possibly have

serious problems which remain unnoticed by their

teachers and school authorities because a school does

not have a systematic way of attending to their

problems.

When this syste~ of guardiar. teachers is effected one

teacher, preferably a guidance teacher should act as a

convenOr for all guardian teachers. His duty, ~~cng

others, should be to obtain data relating to the pupils

under the jurisdiction of a particular guarcian

8.'::.0

teacher.

Necessi~y for curriculUT. ciffe~ent~ation

In Black educatic~ there has always been a cry :o~ a

CU1""1"'iculur: :hat is broader ant s..:..ffere:1tia:.ed (ef N='aba

1975, de L~~ge Repsrt 1981 t M~c~~be 1925).
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In this' study 49% of the teachers felt that the

curriculum does contribute to disciplinary problems.

The problem of the curriculum has been related to lack

of facili~ies, lack of curriculum differentiation and

teacher quality.

Because cf the apparent lack of differentiation in the

present curriculum for Black secondary schools, it would

seem that a n~~ber of Black pupils attend school

because it is in vogue tc d-.) S::J or be::a:..=se ':.l1l2y '='''''e

expected to do so or even forced by the elders without

having genuine interest in the Whole exercise. This is

a sterile exercise devoid of vision because the proble~

may be at the lack of the not infrequent upheavals that

have a prolification reoiniscent. of cancerous cells and

about which spirited converted efforts should be made

to find long lasting solutions instead of ineffectual

intimidating short-lived palliatices which have become

futile exercises.

It is, ~herefor€, reco~ended that the rate a: which

at:empts are made to have the curricul~~ ciffere~t~a:ec

should be speeded up. The KwaZulu De~artmen~
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Education and Culture sho~lc, for instance, conduct

a survey to establish whether the curriculum offered to

Elack secondary schools in this region is not, inter

alia, responsible for the frustrations of the pupils.

becomes important when i: is not unco~~~on :0 come

across a Black Matriculant who has done History,

Business Economics and Biblical Studies at a Higt

school. This shows that even school principals have a

6.3.7

real problem in the area of curricul~~ development.

Necessity fer a democratic approach to the didactic

situation.

A substantial nlli~ber of pupils (72%) have re?orted that

their teachers make clas5work interesting.

indeed very encouraging to find.

This was

On the other hand the overuse of corporal pu~is~~e~~

and the finding that the majority of pupils are no:

involved in their school affairs makes one to co~e to

t.he conclusion that there is a great deal

authoritarianism class;,ocr::..
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It is thus recommended that teachers should adopt a

more de~ocratic approach to the didactic si~uation

so thatit can be possible to elicit full participation

of the pup~ls in the' subject matter. Some of the

6.3.8

advantages or the democratic approach to teachers have

already been cited (vide s~pra 3.1.1.5).

The establis~~ent of an Education Research Unit as an

urgent necessity

The school, it appeares, has no longer the simple

responsibility of only imparting knowledg~ but must now

also cope with a complex set 0: ~esponsibilities which

inclUde academic, social, PsychQlogical.and phy5ical

factors, related to the to~al development of pupils.

The stUdy of school discipline is related to many o~her

societal proble~s as it has a:reacy been stated. O:her

later research i~ves~iga:ion~ an: reflec~ions may wel:

bring some ligh~ on the re12tionship between SCDQcl

diScipli~e and other facto~s that are withir. anc

outside school. Any research that is carried cut ~~

the area 0: ciscipline is likslv to be welco~ec by
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teachers and educationists because it could suggest

improvements in actual practice.

If, for instancE, the KwaZulc Department of Education

and Cul:.ure is to be able gain i:1sight

disciplinary problems in schools, it should rega~d tne

establishment ef the Education Research Unit as ar.

urgent necessity.

6.4 Further research

This study has a number of shortcomings as an admission

has already been made. The chief shortcoming is that

it tries to grapple with a gigantic problem by adopting

a global approach, instead of 2 piecemeal one. Such an

approach is bound to be general and periphera:.

Perhaps merit i~ this particular study lies i~ the fae:

that the global peripheral survey has, while scratching

the surface of the iceberg, unravelled- a n~~be; of

problem areas which need urge~t attentio!'i. Some

these p;oble~s a~€ isolated and pinpointed as possible

lines :or furcher research ir. c~e fGllow~ng areas:
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a. The relationship between the use of corporal

punis~~ent and disciplinary proble~sj

b. Disci~linary actions in Black and White schools ~~

South Africa - A Comparative-didactic approach.

c. The influence of punis~~ent on learn~ng

d. The influence of the actu~l didactic approach of

teachers on discipline at the micro-level, the

classroom.

e. The extent to which differentiation of ·thE

6.5

curriculum is related to disciplinary proble~s in

the classroom.

f. The problem of individualization and discipline.

Conclusion

This study has actually revealed that educa:ive

teaching is not possible ~n c situatio~ whe~e there is

poor discipline. Goot .. ..,.
Cl.s:::';:_2..ne can, :herefore, be
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as a reinforcement to attain a pedagogical

objective of leading the child to adulthood with the

minimal generation of bitterness and friction.
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APPENDIX 11 t!'

QU~STIONNAIRE NU~GSR

A QU~STIONNAIRE TO SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS

It~STRUCTIO!\S :

There are many views that our students/pu~~ls hold O~

discipline. People do not often ask the students

themselves what they think about this. This therefore,

is what I want to dO,and I ask for your co-operatio~ ir.

answering these questions.

As you w~ll see, this is not a test and there are no

right and wrong answers. Instead, I shall ask your

opinions or at~i~udes on many things.

requested to put exactly what you think.

that interest me as a researcher.

CON?"::D=:NTIAL:TY

Yot.:

That is all

Your answers ~ill ~e treatec as ccr.:ident~al anc ne

ether .. ~ , ";
I"i_~';' h"""•• '--, \I"> yO;J :i.2.ve

ques:io:;s.

~,.......,"""" ~..... _......... ""- .
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DIRECTIONS:

?lease complete by put~ing a cross (X) in

A.

apprcp~iate boxes O~ by providing the informatic~

requi!'"'Ed.

GSNSRAL:

1. Where your school is si~uated?

Urbar:

Rural

Semi-urban

o
o
o

2. Which standard are you ';'P"\'?
..... 1.

6 0
7 2 0
8 3 0
9 4 0

10 5 I i

3. Sex

Na.le

Fe::a.le

:--1
L--J
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~. How long have you been to this school?

yea:-

2 years 2

,
years 3-'

I. years I.

S years 5

over S years 6

nl..--J

o
o
[J
[J
[J

B.

5. How old a-~ you?

.- and below D,-,

14 - 18 years 2 0
19 - 22 years 3 0
23 - 26 years 4 0
over 26 years S []

DISCIPLINS IN THE SCHOOL

6. At our school there is a wide use ef corporal

punishment:

net S:lre

2

I

LJ



~

! •
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Discipline in secondary schools should be

like that of an amy i.e. unques:ioning

submission to authority:

stro:1g1y ag:--ee

agree

not sure

disagree

strongly cisag~ee

2

3

L

5

D
[J
n
LJ

8. Wnen corporal PU~is~~ent is administered to

us at our sChool; this happens in the

presence ef another teacher or principal

strongly
1---'

agree L-J

ag:-'ee 2 I I

net SU;-E 3 I I
c.isag~ee L. I :

s:rongly c.':'s2.g~ee
I ,

~
'__,



9. Rate from
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to 5 the following forms of

punishmen~ according ~o freque~cy of use

your school.

9. 1 Rep~oach/warning

9.2 Corporal punisn.rnent 2

9.3 Extra manual labour 3

9. 4 ~xclusion from class 4

9.5 Withdrawal of privileges and rewards 5

10. What other form of punis~~ent is used at your

school? (if any)

ii. D8 s~ude~:s have any say at your school

... r~_.; ....~"<::. .. .1..0.._._.

Yes

I I

! I

o
[J
[]

'--I, I
L-...J

No 2
,--,
LJ
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12. Do you have love affairs between teachers a~c

pupils at your school?

Yes

No 2

I i
[]

c. DISCIPLINS IN rES CLASSROOM

Students feel frustrated when they are

punished a~c this affects thei~ lea~ning:

strongly agree D
agree. 2 D

not sure 3 []
disagree 4 D

strongly disagree 5 D

i 4. When we de not understand our subjects 0 ,· ...... ,

teachers pu~ish us corporally:

cisag!"'ee

r--I
L-.J

2 L-1
3 1__1

L.
i~
1__1

,--,,- _._-'

st!'"'ongly
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15. Corporal punis~~ent does no~ in any way

motivate us and it creates 2 rule by fear

the classroom:

strongly agree

ag:"ee 2

not sure 3

disag:-ee ~

strongly disagree 5

16. Our teachers cause us to be afraid to ask

questions or sho~ different cpin~oDs th2~

their's in ~he class:

[]
[J
n'----'
I I
n

strongly agree

not sure

disagree

strongly disagree

2

~

5

[]
[]
[]
I I

n

17. ?ersonal friendshi~ between teachers anc

pupils destroy gaGe relatio~~ betwee~ the~ ir.

class:

2

1--'

L-.J
I i

n::: sure
,

_I
--

L

,--,,
,
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18. Do your teachers talk to yo~ after class

2bou~ pro:lems that ~2Y be bo~he;ing you?

Yes LJ
,..-----,

No 2 I !
--'

19. If yes, what type of problems dc you ciscuss

with the teachers?

20. Do you~ ~eache~s make classw~~k inte~esting?

No 2

~

LJ
i--

girls ant boys i~ yeur school?

Yes

2
-'--
r--l

,

--'



22. Rate from
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to 6 the following forms of

punis~~ent according to freque~cy of use in

vour class. One ~os~ly ad~i~istered should

De rated 1, ·and the one leas:. administered

should be as 6:

22. i

22.2

22.3

22.4

22.6

Reproach/warning

Corporal pu~~sh~e~t

Sxclusion from class

Withdrawals of privileges & rewards

Detention after school

Extra manual labour

I i
2

-.--1

L-J

3 Cl
4 I I
5 11
'" n~

23. 1,.lhat other forms of is

ad~inistered in your classroo~ which is not

mentioned above?
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APPENDIX "E"

QUESTIONNAIRE NUMBER

'"..
A QUESTIONNAIRE TO THE PRINCIPALS AND TSACHE?S.

1. DIREC7IONS:

Please

appropriatE boxes or by p~oviding :he ~~:or~a:ia~

reauire=..

2. . CONFIDENTIALITY:

Your answers will be trea~ed as confidential an=. n~

c:he~ perso~ will kno~ ho~ you have res~8nde2 .~

questions. The: is why you a~e not even req~ire:

A.

write down your na~e or the nane o~ your schoo~.

GEN~RAL

1. Place ~he!"'e ~he school is si~uated:

Urba:1

Rural 2
---;
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2. Rank:
Principal C

Vice-Principal 2
I-I

H.O.D 3 I~

'leacher 4 [J

3. Se)::
Male []

Fer.:lale 2 I I

"- Age range:

Belo'y,T 20 years 1\
2v-2? years ~ []
30-39 3

{ \

years L--J

40-L 9 ye2.~$ 4 n
-f"I .... ,... years []
':)v-:Jj " ,.--

'n and a':Jove 6 LJt:l_

5. Teaching experience:

less ':.ha:1 •
r:

, year 1.---1

1-5 2
11

years '-'_~I
,---.,

6-10 years - "--'
~

1 i- i:J yea:-s 4 r,

--'
16-20 ye2.::"'s - ,---

eve!"' on yea!"':::: 5t.v
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6. ?lease indicate you~ highest academic

qU2.1ific2':-ion:

Doc~cra':.e []
!~aste!"s 2

:a. Ec.!n:::lt:s !
~

I

11
Deg:-ee 4 ' ,

L-...2

Matr-:c - LJ

7. Please indicate your professional

qualifications:

D.S.D.

S.T.D. (University)

5.S.T.C./J.S.T.C.

H.?T.C.

T3

I I
2 I I

,---,
3 LJ
4 0
:; 0
6 I'-'
~ fII '-----'



CJ r-j r-j lJ [] [I [] [-J [J IJ[] [] r--11-11__ 1
- ._--- -~

tJn c- N '" >. <. ~ r\J <'1 " lf1 <D (.- m 0, 0 c- r\Je: t. ::J ,--
Tt (U 0
r: c: >.
t. v, .', E ..-1

'" >, ,--I 0 rl
UJ rU .... 1 -0 O. r: lfl
r; :< HI .-, ..-\ ·d "~I C UJ U 0,-, ,u () V, lfl '';
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the following for~s ef punish.'TIent

according to frequency ef use in your

school. One mostly administered should be rated

as 1 and the one least administered should be

rated 5:

• 1 Reproach/warning 0
1.2 Corporal punishment 2 0
1.3 Extra manual labour 3 I i
l.4 Exclusion from class 4 I i

).5 \oIithdrawal of privileges & rewards 5 U

J.6 Are there any other forms of punis~~ent

that you a~~inister in your school which

are not included above?

1. There is a close co-o?e~a~ion in th~s school

between parents a~d teache~s in ~a~ters of

school discip~ine:

Yes

No 2
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12. In your opinion, who should be responsible

for the acL"TIinistra tioD of corporal

punishrnent?

any teacher all by himself

a principal alone 2

D
D

a teacher in the presence of a principal

or another tea=her 3 D

13. It is becoming increasingly diffi=ult to

control students these days:

sLrongly agr"e

agree 2

not sure 3

disagree 4

strongly disagree 5

14. In view of disciplinary proble~s in schools

these days professionally trained people e.g.

school councillors, social workers, etc., to

handle ~hese pr.oble~s are urgently needec:

o
n
n
D
D

strongly agree

not sure

disagree

r-:, ,

~,--
2 I-
-'

4

5 I :
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). Who of the following people or bodies are

responsible for

your' school?

the expulsion of pupils

Principal and Governing Council n
Principal alone 2 I I

Class t,eache~ 3 \-1

Prinsipal and School Comnitt.ee ~ n
5. In your opinion, who of the following bodies

or people should expel pupils rrom school?

Principal and Governing Council

Principal alone

Class teacher

Principal and School Co~~~i~tee

2

3

LJ
'--II ,_._-
o
I I

7. Are pupils involved in decisions on

cisciplinary action at your school?

Yes

Ne 2

8. Is ccrpo:oal punis!-,..t':'lent ad::inistered to bcth

boys and girls in your school?

Yes r--i
'---'------.,
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DISCIPLINE IN THE CLASSROOM

19. It is impossible to give incividual attention

tc pupils during a class period:

strongly agree

agree 2

not sure 3

disagree ~

strongly disagree 5

I I

C
C
n
o

20. The curricullli~ i.e. subjects, does

contribute to pupil's disciplinary problems at

my school:

strongly agree

agree 2

not sure 3

disagree 4

strongly disag:!"'ee 5

21. If you Ilagree" or "strongly agree l
! mot.ivate

briefly:

1-:
"---'
r-
L-.!
I-
I
---'

c
o
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22. Corporal punishment assist the pupils in

their learning at my school:

strongly agree 1 I I

agree 2 ! I
;--;

not sure 3 !
-,--.
I

disagree 4 '--l
strongly disagree 5 I I

23. In which of the following forI:1s of

disciplinary problems do you use co~poral

punishment in your class?

r.:o!"'e thar; one).

(You can w~ite

23. 1

23.2

fallure to do work

caking noise in class

failure to pass tests

failure to give answers to questions

by ':.eacher-

1--

L->
2 I ,
" LJ

4
{ I

LJ
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24. Rate the following forms of punishJnent

according to frequency of use in your class.

One mostly administered should be rated as

and the one least administered should be

rated as 6 :

24.1 Reproach/warning 0
24.2 Corporal punishment 2 [J
24.3 Exclusion from class 3 n
24. 4 Withdrawal of privileges & reward.s 4 n
24.5\ Detention after school " I I
24.6 Extra manual lab.our 6 [ I

25. What other fo~s of pUDis~~en~ do yo:;

aQ~~nister ir. th~ classroom whic~ is not

mentioned above? (if any):

26. Do pupils sc:netirnes resist corporal

punishment in class?

Yes

No

o
2 i I
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